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CURATOR JAMES
14 POUNDER
M00SEHEAD LAKE RECORDS ARE
RECEIVES INJURY
AND KINEO
SMASHED
FROM SEBAGO
Curator T. A. James of -the State
museum is recovering from an in
jury which he received about six
'weeks ago while at W ebber
pond
in Vassalboro doing some work in
connection with the duties of his po
sition.
Mr. James was
carrying
some lumber on. one shoulder
and
s-lijpped and fell on the ice in such
a way that he struck on a
Lead
pencil which he had been carrying
stuck up under his hat, the pencil
penetrating the side of his
head
a short distance below the right
temple and passing under the skin
to the depth of about three-fourths
of an inch, and breaking off. , The
fragment of pencil remained in' the
wound until last Monday when Mr.
James went to the Augusta Gener
al Hospital and submitted to surgical
treatment and the wound is
now
healing wed.
The piece of pencil
was found on being measured
to
be an inch and a quarter in.length.

Saco, April 5. —Delightful weather
favored the anglers at the Sebago Lake
fishing grounds this morning, the best,
in fact for the past four days.
The gale which blew strongly from
the northwest yesterday again sealed
up the Sucker Brook section preventing
the fishermen from getting out upon
the lake at that point. The few inches
of snow which fell Saturday afternoon
and night have practically disappeared.
This morning fully 100 boats were out
on the big bay trolling for salmon and
it is expected that some fish will be
taken.
The record breaking salmon of the
season, a 14-pound<r, was taken by
C. C. Gray of Fryeburg, at 10 o’clock
this morning, the fish being hooked by
Tom Hill near Long Beach, East Se
bago. A fter playing the fish for half
an hour Hill handed the rod to Gray
afte$ another half hour, tired the fish
out and brought him to net.

Fitchburg being the angler who land
ed that fish.
The first red spot
of the •season was taken at East
Sebago by Alfred Pitts of Boston.
This fish was a beauty,
weighing
2y2 pounds, and he was brim full
Among the majestic lakes of New
Portland Fishermen Are Numerous of fight, giving his captor the live
England set apart for the delight
liest kind of a battle before he was
at the Lake.
of the sportsman and nature lover,
finally drowned.
none can rival or surpass
Moose,-'
. Of the Portland fishermen
who
head.
A thousand feet above sea
All records for the first day's catch Itook Out fish were “William Mullileveli, forty miles long, and
from Iof the fishing season were smashed Igan, Philip Lord, William Wyman,
one to ten miles wide, tin's lake is at Sebago lake.Nearly 150
sal i William C. Hill, Frank Jordan and
most popular as a playground
of mon were taken.
|E. E. Clifford at Souith Casco; C.
the out-of-dor enthusiast. Here, one
The previous record for the first ! K. Bistliam, at Songo; F. H. Emfinds an abundance of fishing due to day of the season, as far as could ! mens and John B. Porteouis at E a s t
the thousands of trout, togue
and be ascertained was 103. This num Sebago.
Each of these mep except
landlocked salmon with which it is ber was the catch of April 1, 1911. ] Mr. Bistliam caught a single
fish,
stocked each year.
Moosehead is That year the ice went out at the none of which weighed over five
a restful and exclusive summer re,-, mouth of the Songo on, March 25, ! pounds.
Mr. Bistliam was a bit
sort.
*
when there was a strip of
open 1more fortunate for he captured two
There are two approaches
to water about a half mile wide ■and fish, one of five pounds and the other
Moosehead.
The westerly one via there the fishing was confined and - three.
Oakland and “The Kineo Short Lin©” the record established.
■! Other successful fishermen were:

The Place W here Y ou Can A lw a y s Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

TIM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
J U L IA N K . V I L E S & S O N . Tim , Franklin Co., Me.

E d . G r a n t ’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N CO..
P. O. A d d ress, Grant’ s Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
THE ROAD FOLLOWS THE SHORE

OF

MOOiSEHEAD LAKE, KINEO, MAINE.

Ideal fishing weather prevailed this C. H. Hill of Harrison, four fish;
is favored by travelers from cities
:•> of the eastern states. This approach year.
The sky was overcast,
it W. W. Sargent of Fitchburg, Mas®.,
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm ewas comparatively warm and only one fish-; C. F. Cowdrey of Fitch
brings one to the lake at a point
Kon tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
a light northwest wind was blowing burg, one fish; H. E. Ayer, Fitch
road to camps— Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
directly opposite one of
Maine’s most of the day.
AMOS EL LIS, Frop’r..
Bald Mountain.
Maine
burg, one fish; A. F. Folsom of
most luxurious hosteJries, the New
From all sections where fish were Naples, one fish, weighing 7%
Naples,
Mt. Kineo House.
Greenville,
a taken came the report that the bait pounds; Charles White of
Songo
thickly populated settlement locat used almost exclusively was
the one fish; Calvin Paul of
ed on tihe shores of the lake, twen English white bait, and sportsmen lock, two fish; Bert Connell of Nap
ty miles south, is the general gate who have been fishing in Sebago les, one fish; Dr. W. E. Denning of
way from the east.
Good
hotels waters for many years are one in Worcester, one fish; W. C. Hamilton
Mc
are found here and sportsmen and declaring that the fish ris© to it of Worcester, two fish; I. A.
Mountain View, Maine
explorers of this region may obtain better than anything that has ever Lean of Cambridge, Mass., one fish;
Mass.,
complete outfits.
! been used at this time in the sea- C. F. Bodge of Brookline,
For further particu lars w rite or address
one fish; A. V. Brown of Hiramt
The crowning glcry of Moosehead Ison.
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
I Lake and one of the natural cur “ Bill” Mains-, the ex-big leaguer, one fish; G. H. Sprey of Boston*
iosities of the eastern states, is the was high line for the day with sev ‘ one fish; Carleton Martin of East
Mountain View,
»
»
•
Maine.
ISebago, three fish; Averill Parker
mountain, Kineo.
While
paddling en fish.
The largest fish, recorded
of North Baldwin, one fish.
along certain walls of this rock
a were two 11-pounders
taken by
thousand feet of water is said to be Masisac bus ett s part ies.
The “ G” in “ Gnat.”
underneath one’s canoe.
After breaking all records for the
“ Spelling’s a queer thing,” said one
Some of the wefflb-known colonies opening day of the fishing season,
boy. “What do they want with a
round about are Lily Bay, Roach Riv the anglers at Sebago went-into thg( ‘g’ in ‘gnat?” “It belongs there,” reer, West Outlet, Capons,
Spencer reverse gear yesterday
arcl
i e plied the other. “It’? what ynu say
Narrows, Sebooniook and Winnegar- total number of catches for
the when one stings you. The only mis
njock; the latter two are at the up Hay showed a falling off of more take is not putting an exclamation
per north end of the lake.
than twoi-thirds from that, of Thurs point after it.”
day.
Less than 50 fish were taken
Protected
from
northerly
winds,
it
THE RANGELEY LAK ES A N D D E A D RIVER REGION
Wanted the Job Completed.
it situated on the level1 acreage of out of the water yesterday and of
offers many attractions to the F ISH E R M E N . The num the peninsula extending into the (the 35 tep were were captured by ; The visiting lady had kept her hos
tess at the open door fully half an
from the foot of the mountain. Portland men.
erous Lakes, Ponds and Stream s in this territory are lake
hour saying good-by. Finally an irate
Her©, for several generations , have
Of all that were taken, the targ
well stocked and a continuous supply o f fish is provided congregated people of education and e t weighed 7% pounds, and it u- I masculine voice indoors called out:
! “ Say, Maria, if you’re going out, go;
for by wise laws, w ell enforced. This region is easily jprominence from all parts of the gain fell to the lot of a Massachus if you’re staying, stay; but for heavcountry, who regard the site and etts man to carry away the h-i-g fi.su l en’s sake don’t ooze out ”—Harper’s
reached in one day from Boston.
rS 3
hotel as unrivalled.
Few places in honors of the day, FI. E. Cowdrey cf 1 Magazine.
You will make no m istake by arranging for your SPRING the world offer such possibilities in
FISH IN G TRIP to any o f these w aters. A descriptive booklet the midst of luxury and refinement,
yet far away from noise and con
with good map, free on application.
fusion.
Large brook trout
are
F. N. BEAL,
General M anager,
Phillips, Maine.
taken within, ten minutes’ walk
of
the hotel piazzas; deer roam about
in the woods close by, and moose
FORMER PROPRIETOR OF
MT. ar© not infrequent visitors.
HOTEL B L A N C H A R D
BIGELOW HOUSE SETTLES
Kineo is a source of supplies for
STRATTOi MAINE
AT WALTON'S MILLS.
campers
and fishermen; many
of
In the tenter of the Fish and Game
the best guides make their
head
Section. Write for bookletSamuel, Parsons, for years proprie quarters here, v Directly across the
HOTEL BLANCHARD.
tor of the Mt. Bigelow House, Dead lake to the w e s t, is Moose
River,
STRATTON MAINE.
E . H. G R O S E . Prop.
Rivey, has purchased the Moses Par which connects with Brassua Lake.
ker stand at Walton’s MiMs of Bert The whole expanse of Moosehead is
Parker and hias taken possession.
best explored using Kineo' as a cen
Bath Robe Came First.
ter.
According to some of the old pic
tures, the patriarchs wore bath robes
Hadn’t Looked for That.
Brook trout as heavy as
five
a long time before baths were in“ When we bought dear little Bobby pounds, landlocked salmon up
to
rented.
the electric flashlight he had been nine pounds, and togue. weighing as
begging for so long,” says a mother, ‘high as fifteen pounds are special
“ we never anticipated that the first
Daily Thought.
attractions. During midsummer, howIt is a good tiring to be rich, and a time we had company he,would hold
fever,
better sport is found in
the
good thing to be strong, but it Is a it up to the guest’s ear and say: ‘Oh.
onebetter thing to be beloved of many I just want to see if your ear is smaller lakes, accessible by
day trips.
clean!’ ”
friends.—Euripides.
FRED HENDERSON, Prop.,
Jackman, Maine
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knife. lived, their period of existence being fly from open spring ponds, although
since discarded them, except for oc knot from the eye Avith a,
no ay and then, in such a pond all the
Tliiiis can be done in a few seconds. a few days only.
casional use.
trout seem to be simultaneously ^
One
.or
more
varieties
are
hatched
The snell is always dry, when it As the length of the leader lessens
on every Avarm diay between
May tacked by a fatal credulity.
With
frequent
shortenings,
pew
is tied to the leader, and because of
In rapid, troubled water trout lose
and September, although in
cold
this the snell may break before it lengths can be tied on, it.
much of their caution, and also on
weather
they
may
disappear
from
A
most
bewildering
assortment
of
becomes properly soaked.
dark and windy days, or In jungles
sight.
Reels With Some Further Com Many flies a,re whipped off in flies confronts the angler.
It is averred by many anglers, and.
Trout have different methods of
He Avill finally settle down, to a
tliis way, and many more are broken
I believe with truth, that tine trout
capturing
a
fly.
Sometimes
a
trout
steady
use
of
about
a
dozen
variet
ments on Entomology
off by the first trout that seizes the
Will l'eap for a fly that is in the in a stream that is being constantly
ies.
fly.
I have used the following in Wis air, and sometimes it will' slide or whipped groAv wise and sophisticated
Then again, the fffly with its smell, consin and Michigan:
Not much can tie said of
reels.
glide along on the surface after an to files and are harder to deceive
.For al'l! kinds of angling I use n good, may have been made up for two or
Sometimes the trout than the trout in a new stream.
Brown Drake, Cahill, Bucktail, escaping fly.
old standard, triple-multiplying reel, three years, and the snell be debil Squirrel Tail, Cow Dung, Reuben |comes from underneath the fly with
A t time® trout will hang out in
perhaps somewhat heavy but reliable itated with age.
unlikely
shallows and byplaces along
direct
attack;
again
the
trout
will
Wood, Cray Hackle, Grizzly King,
The loop in the snelll adds a little Queen of the Waters, Silver Doctor, leap out of the water by the side of n. stream, and the wise angler will
and effective.
The choice of .a reel
is a good deal a matter of individual of unnecessary disturbance to the Black Gnat, McGinty.
the fly and come down on it head secure great rewards by assiduously
taste.
But a cheap, small, inconse water in making a cast.
There are also several grayish flies first, or will hit it with its tail to cultivating these nooks and corners.
The angler who has thoroughly that I cannot name exactly that nre disable it and prevent it from escap 1 have seen a few anglers who seem
quential reel should never be used.
Such, reels have a bad habit of get familiarized himse(llf with the use of very good at times.
Trout adopt aill. of these meth e d to possess-an almost unerring judg.
I have found ing.
eyed flies will never return to, the the Brown Drake very good
ting out of order at Critical times.
merit as to wilier© to look for trout.
for ods with, the artificial fly.
The leader used on early fishing and the Gray Hackle
I have never attempted the auto snelled flies.
The trout who uses its tail as, a When I have taken such a one to a
matic reels, although, they may be such a fly is always well soaked for August.
flail to disable the fly is frequently stream that wa® new to him I have
very good after the angler becomes rwhen it is tied to the fly, and this
If he be a often, found him on rapport with the
The Reuben Wood is a very rediar hooked by the tail.
If the leader hie fly at all seasons in the after trout of size, he willl, when hooked best' habitats of tnoait.
used to them.
I have noticed that prevents breakage.
I call1this
a few anglers, otherwise of good ef at the place of tying becomes weak noon, and evening.
The Bucktail in any other plaice than the mouth, angling instinct.
ficiency, pull in their trout
hand i ened the iiy can, be cut off and a and' the Squirrel Tail are both good put up a most ferocious’ battle. The
And further upon flies:
The snelled flies flies, although I have seen anglers trout that comes down head first on
. ove1* hand, looping the line as it new knot made.
I prefer to have them mounted
comes in.
This method seems awk are brittle and unsafe.
who never could win anything with a fly is usually hooked for good. In upon No. 10 hooks, but do always
One of the great fllyniakers, of the either of them.
ward and not nearly as effective as
I assert, however, reeling in, a trout and playing him carry with me a goodly number of
angler, that either of these flies will take for tine final act the angler
to reel the line in over a good reel. world, herself a practical
never flies mounted on No. 8 hooks, and a
With, such a reel the angler can al bays that while she makes for the more large trout than almost
any should assume that the trout is well fe av on No. 12 hooks, in order to
ways keep ahead of his, trout,
so trade an infinitely greater number other.
hooked.
The assumption
should satisfy whatever demand may arise.
that it will not escape through a slack of the snelllled flies, yet the eyed fly
A hook smalter than No. 10 is not
hut
It is almost impossible to
give rather be that the hook has
ened line.
In this method he has is the most sensible and practical accurate information ’as to what kind a fnaiil tenure with the trout and that so efficient in securing trout as the
the full pfliay of the rod, ranging over fly to use.
of a fly trout will take at any giv the slightest unnecessary strain may larger hooks.—Neal Brown in Rod &
T o tie this flliy on a, leader
(one en season or under any given cir cause his escape. Failure to observe pun.
many feet, and yielding to the strug
gles of the trout.
Held in the without little loops) run the end of cumstances.
this principle has lost many a good
hand, the line has no flexible fa c to r , the leader through the eye of the
Often when trout are rising freely trout.
of safety.
For these reasons r fulll 1fly and make an ordinary slipknot they will take almost any kind of a
A hooked trout must haye his head
on this end, keeping it entirely inde fly.
multiplying reel is needed.
Now and then they will' only in the Avater in order to Rave full:
The subject of flies has
been, pendent of the fly.
If he
take one kind, and if the
angfer scope for alll his energies.
Next turn the fly down
through |chances upon this one he will, do i« hooked in a dangerously
treated an, desultory fashion, through
brushy
out these papers, and not much can this knot and draw this knot tight good Avork.
But lie may struggle spot, and the line can be shortened
be added.
Flies should be mounted around the shank of the hook next all day, changing flies
A valuable specimen has been preconstantly, •so that the angler can hold its head
on eyed hooks, unless the angler be to the eye. This will take the lead and not find out what is needed. 1just above the water and keep it seated to the State museum by A.
incapacitated from tying such flies er pull directly from the centre of Even. when, the trout are rising to a 1there until the landing net can be E. Lord of Pittston, says the Kenne
on his leader.
In such case he may the eye, so that it will not wear a particular kind of natural fly they placed under it, the chance for es- bec Journal, it being an ancient an
gainst the edges.
use the snell'ed flies.
may take freeliiy any one of a dozen ; cape will be small.
Once on a chor, which is assumed to be a retie
In changing the fly, simply cut
These last are very unsatisfactory
artificial flies-, not like anything that time I dropped a worm in the centre of the time when Arnold's expedi
in many respects, and I have long it off close to the leader, pick the is dropping on the Avater. Sometime of some crossed timbers of an old tion was at Pittston.
Opposite the
when they are not rising at all, or mill, where the open space was only site of Major Co-Kblira's yard in Pitteonly in sporadic fashion, the angler about, three feet in diameter. A three ton, where Arnold’s batteaux were
may choose a fly from his book pound trout majestically moved out built, A. E. Lord and J. Rafter were
that they Avill take with, avidity.
from under the timbers and engulfed dragging a sturgeon net in the Ken
On the other hand, at times, all the worm1
— not hurriedly, but with an nebec river one day during the sum
the trout in the stream may
be air of austere dignity im,possible of mer of 1904, and drew up this anchor
leaping and plunging about for some description.
1 had a creel over my from Avhere it was embedded in the
variety of natiiraJ fly that is coining shoulder, but no landing net, and his mud. The anchor is so rust-corrod
i on the water, yet will! absolutely re- escape seemed imminent.
But
( ed that it presents an irregular sur
Its ring had rusted off when
Ifuse the choicest selections- from the pulled his head above water and held face.
Its weight is
fly-book.
if tihefne for a few seconds, until I they obtained it.
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
The patient angler finds that the could take the creel from my sliould- 38 pounds, its length is 4 feet and
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
onily certain thing about trout
is er aaid sink it under him; and then the width across its arms is 21
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
their uncertainty.
having him in the creel, I threw cree inches.
G A T G tt ’ EM A L IV E A N D M A K E M O R E M O N EY
The following paragraph concern
Hatches of various kinds of flies and rod ashore and, falling upon this
are constantly appearing on
the trout, I pinned him to earth, past all ing Arnold’s journey to Quebec is tak
water from spring until fall. These escape.
This Avas about as exciting en from the Magazine Section of a
B e x W , 0 f l K P A R K , IL L .
natural flies embrace an infinite va,r- an event as 1 ever took part in. Lewiston paper o f the dates, Dec.
iety.
Sometimes’ they drop
upon Large trout, in deep, sti/11 water, do 23-27, 1905:
“ One month later than the day up
Mhe water by accident, sometimes not readily come to the surface for
they dip into the water by design an artificial fly.
I do not
know on which Reuben Colburn reached
while flying about.
Often they are whether this is because they
are Cambridge with the ]>and of Indians,,
blOAvn into the water by the wind inert or I‘cgy most of the time, or the corps of 1,100 men in Arnold’s
command marched from there. Em
or because they are disabled
from whether it is because of timidity.
Isome cause.
Some varieties are
At nightfall trout frequently move barking at NeAvburyport, their ad
Ibatched in the Avater and make their .from the deeper water to shalBows, vance v e sse ls reached Pittston. Sept
T o provide for transportatioi
j way out.
I have heard, Avith what in order to feed, and will then take 21.
on the river above tide water, not
truth. 1 do not know, that the caddis the fly more freely,
fly deposits its eggs on leaves over, a trout that has concealed himself navigable for these vessels, boats
j the water, and these eggs drop into so that he cannot see about him very Avere in process of building at the
These
Ithe water and go to the
bottom, Iwell is much more apt to take the shipyard of Major Colburn.
batteaux were not quite finished and
where they finally appear in the fornj fly than a trout in open water,
of a caddis worm, which worm reThe trout in the open has perhaps the first arrivals came to anchor and
mains in the water until the next seen the fly, under frequent casts, waited for the remainder of the
Then the vessels proceed
! season, when it emerges from the slowly approaching, and has bad a vessels.
|water as a moth, or mdlifer.
chance to appraise its vafllue, or has ed, leaving behind a number of men
This caddis Avorm can be seen in observed to himself that it is nn- who remained neaT the shipyard to
In the haste
tbe water, clinging in countless mum natural that a natural and edible fly bring up the batteaux.
hers to rocks and logs or sticks. If iShfould continue to adight on
the of building green pine boards were
forms a cyst about its body, made waiter, and then fly up with
such used, rendering them heavy. Major
up of small pieces of wood and a unvarying regularity.
So by
the Colburn, or heirs, never received any
secretion from its body, of about the time it reaches his striking
range of the pay due from the United
size of a small lead pencil, and an he is prepared to treat it with dis- States gvoernanent for the batteaux.”
Another specimen recent 15’ added to
|inch in length.
h
dainful contempt.
It remains
in this all
winter, But take this same trout coneeal- the museum ooMJection is a spiny
j crawling about by the. aid of its ed funder a log, or a rock, or some crab, which is encrusted with ‘mall
This crab was dredged
ifront feet and head, which, it
can grass, and have the fly, suddenly and scallops.
obtrude from the end of this case.
without warning, fall delicately
on from 60 fathoms cf water nnd wa5
While in this state trout eat it, the water within his jurisdiction—he alive when brought up. It was pre
together with its home.
Wihen it may forget his caution and all tie sented by U. G. Blackington of Cam
finally comes out of the Avater as a 'lessons of experience.
It is
hard den.
miller they have another chance at ,fo,r a trout to resist a quick temptaWhenever you write to one of o
Iit.
tion, one that he is not given time
Most of tine natural flies that fur- to reason, about.
For these reasons advertisers, don’t forget to meotii
It is im portant
niisfh proA-ender for trout a.re short it is difficult to take trout with r Maine Woods.
you to do so; important to us ai
the advertiser naturally wants
know where you found his name.
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TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY

Are You Coming

To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

Young
women
going
to
Boston to w o r k o r s tu d y ,
an y lady goi ng to B os to n for
pleasure or on a s h opp in g
tr ip w i t h o u t male escort wil l
find the

Franklin Square
House

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips, - M aine

a de li ghtful place to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h eart, of
Boston ex c lu s iv e ly for w o 
men. 630 ro om s, safe, c o m 
for table c o n v e n i e n t of access,
prices reasonable.
For par
ticula rs and prices address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass

TAXIDERMISTS
G . W PIPKKIi,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Denier in Sporting Goods, Fishinjr TsckJ*
Ino an yoffaK iro , baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGfcLF.Y.
MAINF

‘ *Moninout li .Moccasins
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue freeM. L. G ETCH ELI-(0 .,
Monmouth,
M***

MAINE
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BANGOR SALMON
THE CHARMS OF
SENT TO WILSON RANGELEY REGION
The

To b a c c o T h a t C o m e s T o You
C u t U p, C o m e s D ried U d

Another Ten-Pounder Puts Up A
Good Tussle

Keynote of This
Is Variety

Section

ed.
There is no* other place in. the
world where men habitually throw
back brook trout under three pounds
—“ to* let them grow up;’ ’ where no
catch under that weight is even re
corded in the attested records which
every resort maintains; where it is
estimated that the number over six
pounds apiece taken during a single
season is more than six hundred;
where one tipping the* Scales at 11%
pounds has been handled and weigh
ed by a crowd of well-known ang
lers.
Let the unbeliever make "the
acquaintance of these prodigal® in
person.
Such giants are taken in
all of the lakes., although Oquossoc
and Mooselookmeguntic are the bear
ers of angling banners*.
The land
locked salmon in these lakes* run to
fifteen pounds and the average is
about four pounds*.
If there were
no brook trout here salmon would
maintain the fishing credit of the
lakes.
There are no togue or lake
trout in Rangeley waters. The early
season is much favored by knowing
anglers, although there is reasonable
sport all; summer and September fly
fishing is regarded by many as the
best sport of the year.
The ftangeley® are also great game
country, especially for deer. Occas
ional moose are seen toward
the
north, and bears are taken frequent
ly, while ducks and other feathered
game are abundant in the
small
wilder lakes, away from the larger

Probably no section of Maine has
brought larger measure of fame or
A Bangor, special to the Lewiston
favor to the state than that about
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being- pre Journal says: The biggest catch the Rangeley Lakes. For nearly a
ever made at the Bangor
salmon
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the pool on the first day of the open, hundred years, this region has been
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it season was Thursday, when no less the Mecca of thousands seeking wild
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and than nine large salmon were captur environment, high altitude, fish,,
game, and unsurpassed scenic beauty.
ed by zealous fishermen.
streng th o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
To-day, the Rangeleys have a larger
The first fish wais captured by clientele of delighted and
regular
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried John
L. Thomas, of Rockland,
at
out so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, 5.40 a. m., and weighed 16 pounds. visitors* than at any time in their
history.
Olid veterans, who remem
but it will burn and smoke smooth and cool as it has all The fish was sold at the record price ber
the fishing of thirty years ago*,
o f its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in of $32.00, or $2.00 a pound, the high exchange enthusiastic praise of scene
est price ever paid for a salmon in and sport with
Plug Form.
young collegians
the state of Maine.
The first fish casting their first fly.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid usually sells for $1.50 a pound, the The sport is as fine as ever; the
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and second for $1.25, then gradually down scenery, better, for here and there
as ttlie season advances.
The first a picturesque log cabin has
judge for yourself.
been
salmon wa.s bought by
prominent built on some sightly point or a
Bangor Democrats, and shipped
to bright red canoe lends color against
President Wilson.
the dark green forest shore or the
The season on Penobscot
river deep blue lake.
salmon opened at 12 o’clock Thurs
The Rangeley Lakes are stretched
day morning, and a few hours after out in a wonderful series of connect
wards Thomas captured the
first ed waterways' ninety square miles in
salmon.
The fish put Up a hard area, about fifty miles in length, and
fight, and Mr. Thomas came
near ranging from twelve to fifteen hun
fosing him, as the salmon got behind dred feet above sea level.
There
a rock at one time, and frayed the
leader considerably.
About half an hour after
Mr.
Thomas captured his beauty,
Fred
B. Tuck, of Bangor captured a ten
pounder, which won the admiration
abiding citizen to observe its provis of the other fishermen.
Roy Ewer,
ions and the regulations.
It is the of Bangor, was in the boat with him.
duty of the Department of Agricul The fish put up a good tussle.
ture to enforce this law and the ofMr. Thomas liad been fishing about
-----------j ficiails in charge will endeavor to do half an hour when he captured the
Department of Agriculture W ill 80 as lon« ^ il is ln force Re*P°rte salmon and there were other Ban
of violations will be carefully inves- gor fishermen out at a still earlier
Continue to Prosecute
tigated and when sufficient evidence hour.
Last year the ice had not
is secured they will be reported for gone out on April 1, but Michael
In this connection it FLanagan succeeded in capturing a
Washington, D. C., April 2.—Many prosecution.
of the press comments on the decis should not be forgotten that an of fish by daylight, and this year, the
ion of the United States
District fender against this, as* in the case of conditions are much better, so the
Court, rendered March 20, at Topeka, other United States laws, Is subject fishermen were out in force.
At
Kansas, holding that the Federal Mi to prosecution any time within three seven o’clock there were a dozen or
gratory Bird Daw is unconstitutional, years from the date tlie offense is 15 boats out, ail! the fishermen doing
according to the United States De committed.
their best to land a prize.
partment of Agriculture, are errone
The second Salmon was sold to
ous and are apt to mislead the pub
Gallagher’s market at $1.50 a pound,
lic concerning the real situation in
which is a,Iso the highest price ever
this matter.
paid for the second fish.
| The Kansas decision, like a for
Among those out for the first sal
mer decision to the same effect in
mon Thursday morning were Miss
the Eastern District of Arkansas, is
Jeanette Sullivan, the famed Bangor
limited in its operation solely to the W ill Make Maine Their Summer woman nimirod, Patrick Coyne and
district in which it was rendered.
others.
Playground
Neither decision settles or nullifies
Mr. Thomas came up from Rock
the law, and the exact contrary has
land especially to try for the first
been held by the United States Dis
Maine is to have a big
musical salmon, and was proud of his suc
trict Court for South Dakota. The colony the coming summer. Rudolph
cess Thursday morning.
He told
Arkansas case has been appealed to, Ganz, the great Swiss pianist, findfriends Wednesday that he wa.s go
and is now pending in, the United ing himself unable to make his us
ing to ‘ capture the first one and was
States Supreme Court.
The Act of ual European trip, has written to a
naturally very much pleased to ful
Congress protecting migratory birds f rien*d in Portliand to secure a house fill his promise.
stands effective until the
Supreme for the summer.
It is understood
The fishing should be excellent for
RANGELEY LAKE HOUS E THROUGH THE BIRCHES
Court finally decides the question of that his plans will include a summer
Its constitutionality.
In the mean- camp probaibly near Sebaigo or some a while as the water is fairly low
the are really four lakes, although six settlements*.
ie, it is incumbent on every law- place not farther from Portland, for and there is but little ice in
There are several routes into the
river.
in name.
Between the lakes are
about 25 musicians.
it will be a
Rangeley region.
To reach
the
highly developed “ carried” tanging
great addition to musical circles of |
most easterly lake, which is Rangefrom
a
few
rods
to
five
miles
in
Portland.
Ley or Oquossoc, the traveler may
length; over the five-miile
‘‘carry”
journey direct by rail, through Far
comfortable vehicles transport the
OVER 5,000 AUTOMOBILE LICENS
mington and Phillips to
Rangeley
traveler.
ES ISSUED.
village, or he may use the more di
TIME TABLE
The keynote of the Rangeley region rect route, with standard gauge eis variety.
In this respect it has quipment, through Rum ford
Over 5,000 automobile licenses have
and
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
The sucker fishermen who
set few equals' and no superiors.
The Demis to Oquossoc station,
been issued this year from the of
which,
fice of the secretary of State. Last their nets along near the east shore eastern end of the chain touches a like Rangeley village, is on
the
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmyear the total registration of machin of the Kennebec river at Augusta, comparatively settled community with ■shore of the Lake of that name. This
lagton for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
find
the
catch
to
be
a
varied
one
considerable farm land and a thriv- route brings* the traveler in through
6.16 P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas es in* Maine was about 14,000,
so*
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M.
and
of some mornings when the traps are jrig village; westward, bolder
•nd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 that in the first three months
parlor cars', and is the most direct
P.M.
1915 more than a third a® many hanled, and one morning a day or wilder environment occurs with, few means of reaching the summer places
in er hotels and camps, and around the
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9 35 A . M and leaves licenses have been sent out as
for two ago one of the men found
at the western end of that lake and
•t 11.00 A. M.
the
trap,
in
addition
to
a
lot
of
suck
extreme westerly
waters* will be on the next lake of the series*. The
the entire 12 months of last year.
8TR0NG PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for The increase of this yegr to date in ers*, four black bass, two pickerel found much wild land so entirely
more easterly' route carries' the tourFarmington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and dicated a total! registration for
1915 and two German carp. The fish which j free from a,ny sign of human occu- i ist through some of the finest forest
•angeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.50 P.
are protected by law were thrown puncy that it will satisfy the ni*o«( |an<| in tjle s^ate and over a very
of between 16,000 and 18,000.
M.
back into the water.
ardent seeker after solitude.
quaint, narrow-gauge railroad, thorPassenger trains arrive from Farmington at
1187 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.26
The shores of some of the lakes oughly modern ih service.
THINK THIS OVER
P. M.
Augusta fishermen are beginning to rise gradually to* high hills. Almost
Rangeley village, . at the extreme
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillip* at 3.46
A M. and from Bigelow at 2,10 P. M ., and from
Just at this time the mail order speculate on the date on which the from the water’s edge of others, pre eastern end of the lake, is
the
faxmington at 11.46 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
houses are active in flooding the ice will' Leave Cobbossieecontee, at cipitous rock faces rise to height® largest settlement in the region. It
L40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
Many a sandy contains a public library and shop
and of hundreds of feet.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for country with big handsomely gotten which time the spring trout
It i® strand offers' a fine canoe landing ping facilities unusual in a place of
catalogues, quoting
attractive salmon fishing will begin.
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For up
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
Close by is the famous
prices on staple articles and making said that the ice usually leave® the and bathing beach; on most of the its size.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
19th, lakes, however, the forest extend® to Rangeley Lake House, one of the
11.55 . M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at all sorts of big- sounding claims for lake from April 12th to the
11.20. M. *
oldest and finest summer hotels in
your cash.
They do not offer to but on account of the early spring the shore.
MIXED T R A IN leaves for Farm ington at 7.30 exchange their goods for ’the
many
believe
that
the
lake
will
be
the
state, accommodating five hun
farm
Two
magnificent
game
fish,
brook
A M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 10.16 A . M.
ers’ eggs,, poultry, butter o(r other clear of ice by April 10. The con trout and landlocked salmon,- are dred guests* and containing such* Lux
They don’t trust a pen dition of the ice at present however found here.
RANGELEY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for produce.
The former are as uries as private baths, sun parlors,
Fhrmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. ny's worth, but make you pay
Patrons also have the use of
cash does not appear to indicate that it sociated with the special fame of etc.
M.
The Mountain
before you gW the goods and the is going to take it® departure very these waters, for nowhere on this excellent golf links.
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
As the wiater in the lake continent, perhaps in the world, does View House, at the western end »f
freight besides.
If anything
is ■soon.
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A . M .
do was* very low when it was closed by the genuine brook trout attain sucli the same lake, is another large and
ftAT.FM PASSENGER T R A IN leaves at 1.00 iwrong with the good®, o*r they
P. M. for Farmington and arriveB at 6.16 P. M .
not suit, they will not exchange them ice last winter and has* risen some development.
The truth is gradual well equipped hotel, while Pickford’s
is considerable ly making its way into the minds of Camp®, on the shores of th© lake,
Tlbey pay uo taxes
into* this spring, there
KINGFIELD P A SSE N G E R T R A IN leaves for for you.
Bigelow at 9.00 A . M. and 6.38 P. M . For Farm your city or county treasury,
with open water in some places between anglers, who ought to* have had more near Rangeley village, serve a large
ington at 12.40 P. M.
which our schools are maintained, the ice and the shore, but some of faith, in their fellow®, that stories clientele. Other accommodations for
BIGELOW PASSE N G E R T R A IN leaves for roads, bridges and sidewalks built. the cottage owners who were
out of nine, ten and eleven-pound spec visitors at Mingo Springs are found
ftumington at 10.50 A . M. Arrives from K ingThey do not contribute to our church Sunday took measurements and re imens taken from these waters* are on the north shore of the* lake, be
Held at 19.00 A . M.
the
F. N. B3EAL, Gen’ I Manager,
es, charitable institution®, nor to our port that they found ten inches of facts and not romances. These are sides numerous farmhouses in
Phillips, Maine.
solid black ice.
the genuine salvelinus fontinalis, vicinity cater to sportsmen.—Fish
poor.
square tailed, red spatted, pink fle*sh- and Game in Maine.
1
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PROTECTION LAW
STILL EFFECTIVE

MANY NOTABLE
MUSICIANS

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

MAINE

WO OD S,

MAINE WOODS LARGELY DUE TO
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W . B ra c k e tt C o .

SENATOR HERRICK

Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business M anager

Govorner Signs Bill Granting a
Charter to the Oquossoc Light
& Power Co.

OUTING EDITION
panes . ...............................................$1.00 per ye&r

LOCAL EDITION
t8 and 16 p a s e s ....................................St.K per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama »ubs jription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
t cents extra.
Entered as second class matter, January 2d.
<909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
t he Act ot March 3. 1879.

Tiie Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Carapi »g and Outing news, and the Franklin county
lo tally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
•ad game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address ot' your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new
address.

THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1915.

•One of the) last bills to be sign
ed by the Governor was the grant
ing of a charter to the
Oquossoc
Light & Power Company. Steps have
already been taken towards incor
porating such a company according
to the laws of Maine the original
incorporators being F. B. Colby, H.
C. Riddle, W. D. Quimiby, F.
G.
McKenzie, John A. Russell, R. HEllis and W. S. Marble. The pow
er is to be obtained from Kennebago Falls, about one-half mile be
low the outlet of Kenneibago Lake
and 10 miles from Oquossoc. The
purpose is to develop power
for
this region, to be used for Light
ing, heating, manufacturing and me
dia nical purpo se)s.

This will be of in estimable value
to the residents of this section, the
present system never having given
Day and night service
This newspaper invites its readers satisfaction,.
on
to the careful consideration of the will be inaugurated and work
announcements in its advertising the plant will begin as soon as poscolumns of the fine lines of spring
goods now being offered.
This is
a time of year when people
are
spending a good deal of money for
new material.
It makes a big dif
ference to the family balance sheet
at the end of the year whether or
not the purchases of the spring
season are made
carefully and
thoughtfully.
SPRING ADVERTISING

PHILLIPS,

MAI N E, A P R I L 8, 1915.

liook natural; make holes for this
same set under shelving banks, brush
piles, drift wood, tree roots and in,
thick willows, always near water’s
edge.
Make no litter, leave ground
natural.
Make set at the mouth of
a1*1 tile, at ends of hollow logs.
Secure a large tile and force one
end of it into the mud along some
creek hank, etc., Where there
are
indications of mink.
Dig out the
earth within, the tile and set a Sure
Death Trap before it.
Smear both
trap and tile with mud.
Place a
few drops of Mink Bait on a chip,
etc., plaice in the tile, carefully re
moving all! marks made in the mud
while making set, dash water over
it when work is completed.
Find a hollow log—.put a
Sure
Death Trap at each entrance
and
conceal carefully with leaves. Stake
bloody meat within the log
and
make a trail to and from the set
with Trail Scent.
A fetw drops of
the compound rubbed on the soles
when making the set will do this
nicely.
Dig some pockets—small holes—about eighteen inches deep and three
or four inches in diameter in a bank
of earth,, placing a bird or rabbit
head in the excavation, concealing
a Sure Death Trap at the entrance,
and put some Animal Bait within. If
this set is made within seventy-five

MACE’S PLANS
THE MIDSUMMER
HANDICAP
FOR THE SEASON
Maplewood Follows Pinehurst’ s Forest Commissioner Calls Meeting
of Timberlend Owners.
Example and Inaugurates
Trap Shooting Annual.

Hon. Frank E. Mace of Augusta,
the state land agent and forestry
Following the notable example of commissioner, has arragned meetings
Pinehurst which lias made winter with the timber land owners in var
trap shooting as popular as golf and ious sections of the eastern part of
tennis, the MapQiewood, New Hamp the state for a. discussion of plans
shire, Gun Club announces the first 'for the season.
Commissioner Mace
annual Midsummer Handicap for the will also arrange for the appointment
last week in July, beginning on the of fire wardens in the several coun
27th.
ties.
Tuesday aaid Wednesday wild' be
Commissioner Mace will meet the
devoted to preliminary sweepstakes, wild land owners at the following
with the Maplewood Championship o places:
Hancock House, Ellsworth,
Thursday, the Preliminary Handicap Thursday, April 8 at 1 p. m.; Clare's
on Friday, and the Midsummer Han Hotel, Machias, Friday, April 9 a!
dicap on Saturday. • The added 1 jp. m-; Board of Trade Rooms,
money of five hundred dollars is to Bangor, Saturday, April 10, at 1 p.
be supplemented by a lavish array m.; Snell House, Houlton, Tuesday,
of trophies, and the shoot which is April 13 at 1 p. m.; Cobum House,
registered, will be held under Inter Skowhegan, Friday, April 16 at 10
state Association rules and in charge a. m.
of Lloyd Lewis and Jack Fanning
of the Hu Pont Company.
AROUSED IN NICK OF TIME
Prominently interested in the even
is the; recently formed New Hamp Explorer's Intuition Saved Him From
shire Sportsmen’s Association of
Death at Hands of Polynesian
♦which J. H. MencLell of Manchester
Warrior.

When Mr. E. J. Brady was making
his wagon journey across Australia
he had many interesting experiences
with the Bushmen, and on .one occa
sion was fortunate to escape without
a Polynesian arrow in his back. His
wagon had come to a lonely camping
place, and the driver had led off the
horses in search of water- Mr. Brady
was alone. He relates the Incident in
“ The King’s Caravan.”
Tthe wise purchase is the one made
I might have lain in the shade for
a quarter of an hour when that intui
■aiftefr study of the announcements in
tive sense of the presence of some
the home newspaper.
Examination
one that all animals and most Bush
of the advertising gives a clear idea
men and some women possess, caused
as to wthat merchants are the most
;
me
to turn over.
enterprising and what special bar
A barefooted islander, a waik-about
gains are being offered just now.
Kanaka, stood about twenty feet
Pick out tli,e men Who bid the most
, away. In his sable ugliness he was
actively and intelligently for your
surveying me curiously from behind a
spring trade, visiilt their stores and
tree. In one hand he held a long
inspect their offerings and you will
island bowr, to the string of which he
find the chance for a selection that
was just fitting an arrow. I saw he
had more arrows in reserve, probably
you won’t regret.
j poisoned.
Now I had done nothing to arouse
THE LAST ONE CAUGHT THEM ON THE FIRST TURN.
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, MAINE.
the animosity of a savage in that lone
ly spot. But if I had ever read “ mur
si bile.
It is proposed to form a j yards of a Mink den the decoy may is president, and of which
the der” written on a human face, Poly
nesia at that moment confronted me
stock company.
be found for traps near roots, rocks, Maplewood Gun Olub is a member, with that word.
Animals can
be Senator Eugene Reed and Tom VarSenator Herrick has labored hard etc., near dens.
The wagon stood to my left ten
during the winter to bring
about; lured at will by Animal Bait
to rick are among the New Hampshire paces. I concealed my convictions
Mme. Olive Fremstad, the World- the passage of this bill and it is such plaices. Remember it is al “ boosters” with whom George Cor while I slowly drew up on my left
largely due to hits efforts and those' ways well to drench such sets as bett and other members of the New heel and said with great friendliness
Famous Prima Donna, Latest
of F. B. Cblhy that it was brought these with water thoroughly and to York Athletic Club, are co-operating to my black friend:
“ Hullo! What fella you?”
Convert.
with President W- F. Dunspaugh of
about.
conceal the trap well.
The dogs, which had not been dis
the Maplewood Hotel Company.
Build a small pen in the water out
turbed by the Kanaka’s stealthy ap
‘ •
The
social
attractions
will
include
Maine is a favorite section of the
proach, started up barking. The other
of rocks, leaving but one entrance
MINK
big fellow’s answer, If he made any, was
globe with many singers of interna
to it.
Set a Sure Death Trap to concerts and dancing in the
On a stone within
the Casino every night, a full dress ball, and remains immaterial. For 1 fol
tional fame.
Several great singers
This valuable little fur-bearing ani- I guard it.
a fancy cLresis party, a concert
by lowed the friendly query by digging
structure
place
some
Animal
Bait,
havQ wisely chosen Maine as their mail is shy, crafty and a/n inveterate
care being taken taken so that the ! thie ca d d ie, and a Saturday evening my boot heel well to earth, and flying
Being endowed with a keen
In two birdlike leaps to the wagon.
native State; others are only for hunter.
compound cannot be washed away j banquet, not to mention the diversi
To seize the shotgun, throw myself
tunate enough to be able to come scent, he is not easily taken in traps
fied
outdoor
attractions
of
this
the
small by the water.—Trappers' Guide.
to Maine to establish a summer His favorite haunts are
Queen of all Whit© Mountain Resorts behind the wheel, and lay twTo lovely
home.
Mme. Olive Fremstad, the streams, where he dens in thick wil
where golf has long been preeniin- j significant barrels across It, so that
Polynesia confronted Europe to Eu
world-famous prima donna, is the lows, long marshy grass, o<r drift MOST FAITHFUL OF FRIENDS Ient in sports.
rope’s greater advantage, was the
wood,
usually
having
two
dens
not
-latest convert to the charms of
work of a second.
He will, however, take Maine.
She has recently purchased far apart.
Then I bade the islander begone. I
For Affection and Fidelity No Living Z E T T L E R S H O O T H E L D IN N E W
a large parcel of land fronting on up temporary quarters (wihen away
Thing Can Equal Man’s Com
banned him from my presence In the
YORK.
Highland lake in Bridgton.
High from home on long voyages) with h.is j
panion, the Dog.
loudest and worst language I have
land lake is one of the thousands of hospitable friend, the Muskrat, who i
ever used, and I uttered it so that all
The annual .22 calibre Indoor Zet-i northern Queensland might hear.
beautiful Maine lakes and is located is ever ready to vacate a good warm j The dog is the delight of the poor
Polynesia left, in a great hurry.
nest for him, and occasionally yields man’s hovel and the rich man’s man tier 100-Shot Championship wras re
in the Sebago region.
up his own. body to provide a meal sion. Faithfully he follows hie mas cently brought to a close at New
for his hungry guest.
Crawfish, ter who tramps the dusty roadside, York City, with Dr. .W. G. Hudson
Insisted on a Revision.
His Answer Was Correct.
His score
was
“What do you think, Madga—shall
frogs,
clams,
fish,
birds,
field
mice I|and sits proudly upon the cushioned algain a winner.
Papa (concealing something In his
seat of the millionaire’s de lux* 2,476 out of a possible 2,500. This I deliver my address on ‘The Ideal
hand)—“Willie, can you tell me what and rabbits form his principal diet, machine.
was the tenth consecutive year that Wife’ just as I've written it?” “Cer
it is with head on one side and tali in pursuit of which he leaves no hole
Wealth, caste, social distinction are the winner of this event shot Rem tainly not. You must rewrite it I
on the other?" Willie (triumphantly) unexplored.
all one to him; he is content and use
ington ammunition.
in the Contin can't see that It fits me at all."—
Oh, I know! It’s a rooster on a
Here is one of his weak points— ful In every station to which assigned
fence?”—Judge.
uous
Match,
there
were
three perfect Meggendorfer Blatter.
he prefers to capture and kill
his by fate.
scores, 225x225.
And in the Prem
Disguise
does
not
deceive
him;
own food, therefore, it is strategy
For the Eyes.
ium Match there were five perfect
Odd and Even.
to lure him into holes, with live bait paint, tinsel, silk and jewels are no
Refresh the eyes every morning b)
His Wife—“ I don’t want-you to be
The shooting was
more to him than tatters, rags, worn scores, 450x450.
coming home at such odd hour.” Hus where he is accustomed to find it, shoes or ragged hats, but it is what of a very high order throughout and applying to them an eyecup filled with
band—“ All right, dear, I’ll try to makt the presence of which at once allays those things cover, the man, who wins featured one of the most successful boracic acid lotion. This not only
gives a sense of refreshment, but also
it four instead of three.”—Philadel his suspicion, and arouses his furious his affection or dislike.
events of the kind ©ver held.
makes the eyes clear and bright.
phia Bulletin.
hunting spirit.
Swifter than a cat
But he knows the just from the un
'he darts into the hole to seize his just, the kind from the unkind, the
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE prey, and then and there cashes in charitable from the^uncharitable, the
WOODS. $1.00 A YEAR.
his Mink check, between the power true from the false, the man from
He is considerate,
ful jaws of the Sure Death
Trap, the hypocrite.
courteous,
chivalrous.
and lies motionless and hidden from
With devoted strength he has res
view until the owner takes him out.
The Quality Car
cued his master from a watery grave
Upon close examination of creek and dragged a child from an angry
$ 6 0 0 Touring Model, Equipped Complete,
banks, shallow holes will be found fire.
Over bleak and frozen mountains
Including Electric Starter and Electric Lights
from which. Mink have dug out crawFor the purpose of he has carried food and drink and
Maine Woods outing edition, published weekly fisih and frogs.
The utmost in style, luxurious
at Phillips, Maine, required by the act of August concealing trap select
holes in the) brought assistance to the wounded and Automobiling for everybody!
24, 1912.
those in dire distress.
comfort, and extreme economy in operation are now happily com
Editor, L. B. Brackett, Phillips. Maine; busi most obscure places, enlarge them
And in return he asks but a little
ness manager, D. F. Field, Publishers, J. W.
to 4 inches in diameter and 12 inches consideration and a few kind words. bined in this new M E T Z Touring Model. The up-to-date com
Brackett Company.
Stockholders holding 1 per cent or more of
in depth, dash water over the hole to N ever yet the dog our country fed,
pleteness of its equipment leaves nothing to be wished for. It is
total amount of stock, L. B. Brackett. M. E.
Betrayed th e kindness or fo rg o t the
Brackett, J. Scott Brackett, D. F. Field. Phillips. make it look old, open clam and drop
a strictly H IG H G R A D E car in every m eaning o f the term. Call
bread
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
stick
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more of in hole, tie live bait to small!
-Collie Folio.
and let us demonstrate it to you, or write for new illustrated
the Lott 3 mou .it of bonds, mortgages or other
and
stake
in
bottom
of
hole,
out
of
securities, none.
catalog.
L. B. BRACKETT, Editor
reach, of pedal, set trap and cover
Sw-rn to and suscribed before me this 1st day
Make your purchases from Maine
well with trash.
Stake
through
C h as. W . Skillings,
April 1916
loop of spring with live willows to Woods advertisements.
(seal)
CONY M. HOYT. Justice of the Peace.
R. 1*. D. 4,»
Farmington,

A FAVORITE
SECTION IS MAINE

STATEMENT OF THE
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
CIRCULATION, ETC.

METZ 25
“

”

MAINE

CLASSIFIED
One eent » word in advance. No headline or
jSi$r display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

PRICE of shovel handle
winter and spiring 1915, X X
ft cents; X blocks, 60 cents;
blocks, 24 cents per dozen.
gbovel & T ool Co., D. G.
ijent, Bingham, Me.

blocks,
blocks,
No. 3
Ain«s
Bean

FOR SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
H. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
6 H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
$5.50.
Other sizes in proportion.
Thirty days free trial. Thorndike
Machine Co.. Portland, Maine. •

---------- *.----- —

--------------------------------- -

A competent housekeeper wishes
family.
Has a boy 13 years old
to do general housework in a small
whom she wishes to take with her.
Sand answers to Mrs. George Allen,
Wilton, Maine.

WINNER OF THE
SILVER FOILS
Officers Elected at a Recent Meet
ing of the Club.

(Special to Maine; Woods.)
Pinehufst, N. C.—April 10th. Miss
Florence Croft of Pittsburg was the
winner of the last of the Silver F^ils
Tournaments, a match play handicap
against bogey, recording twu duplicate
rounds of 48 for a 96 gross and a 6 up
win, her handicap 9. Mrs. J. V. Hurd
also of Pittsburg, who made 45-42-87,
was second 5 up, her handicap plus 5.
Mrs. William West o f Camden, 50-52102, finished third, 2 up, her handicap
6.

i Mrs. F. T. Ellison of Rochester (34),
FOR RENT—“ Bircih Point
L od g ^ P ^ irs. John Tyler Newton of Brooklyn
situated on Lake Mooselookmeguntic (34), Mrs. J. P. Williamson of Wil
directly opposite “ The
Birches,’’ liamsport (9) and Mrs. W. S. Morse of
known as the Newport of Maine. Un- Rochester (30), were others who de
toestionably the most beautiful spot feated the invincible Colonel, each
In the RangeLey Lake country. Com finishing 1 up.
fortably accommodates fourteen per
Mrs. H. H. Van Cleef of Pough
sons, modern plumbing, ice house keepsie (12) and Mrs. Guy Metcalf of
foil, wood shed stocked, motor boat, Providence (9), were both 3 down, and
rowboats and canoes, all in good Mrs. Irving S. Robeson of Rochester
condition.
Salmon and trout fishing. (18,1 Mrs. J. P. Gardner of Chicago (9)
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway, and Miss Blanche Farrington of West
New York City.
Newton (14), were all 6 down.
Mrs. J. P. Gardner of Chicago, was
FOR SALE!—Cows, A. S. Beedy, Philthe winner of a medal play handicap
Ups, Me.
with a card of 109-19-91, with Miss
Sarah Evans of Tedesco second in 108WANTED— Position as chef in sports
15 93.
man's camps or hotels.
First-class
A t the recent annual meeting of the
work guaranteed.
18 years’ exper
ience in ail branches o f
cooking. club, Mrs. R. C. Shannon, 2nd, of
Don’t use liquors and am economi Brockport, N. Y ., was elected presi
cal. Please mention wages you pay dent, and Mrs. Herbert L. Jillson of
Pinehurst, secretary. Other members
in reply.
Address Maine Woods.
of the Board of Governors include Mrs.
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur John Tyler Newton, and Mrs. Malcolm
ther Information write to Box
67,
fcistis, Maine.
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
YOUH CATCH GF RAW FURts IF
FOR SALE— “Tanol’’ non-alcoholic OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
concentrated Food Flavors and Toilet bottle we give a written guarantee,
Preparations for sale by Fred Orbh, and if not satisfied your money will be
returned. We must please you or lose
Jr., BQlancbaa'd, Me.
money.
Fremont 5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
BACKFOR SALE—Four weeks’ old pigs.
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Maine.
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
LAUNCH FOR SALE—Detroit Bout the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm
Co. 18-ft. launch with Detroit engine, ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
food condition, built with unusual etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
finish and equipment for
wealthy
party and now in boat house
of For luring muskrats only. Price (100Blue Mountain Camps, Wilton,Me., 150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
is for sale at very reasonable price
For
luring
beaver only. Price (100-150
at present storage place.
See or
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
write George E. Clark, Wilton, Me.
____________
TRAIL SCENT
WANTED—T w o first class exper- For making trails to and from sets.
Very powerful odor.
Economical to
ienced table waitresses for
hotel use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
work. Steady work the year round. S Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
DON’ T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
Lady wishes position as pianist in OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
hotel or camp3 . Will assist in clerical TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
work. References. C., Box 738, Farm SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.
ington, Me.
Animal Attractor Company,
FOR SALE— Seed barl'ey,
Scamman, Phillip®.

?0R SALE—$1,600 buys before April
24, 100-acre farm that will carry 10
cows and team; good building and
water handy; nice apple and plum
orchard; lots of wood and lumber;
Farmers’ telephone, one share; $60
cream separator, all farming tools
nearly new; flock of hens, four nice
Jersey cows, three are fresh; close
by neighbors and school; on R. FD. and two cream routes, 1% miles
from Madison depot and
electric
cars.
Other business
cause
of
immediate sacrifice sale.
Detail^,
Ulysses Hunt, Strong, Me.

Stan wood, Iowa, Box M.

Rabbits Wanted
Five hundred rabbits wanted during
this month. Will pay fifteen cents each
delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits
to be shot with nothing smaller than
No. 2 shot. For further information
write or phone
M . F . S T E V E N S , Dover, Me.
Phone 64.15
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B. Ormsbee of Brooklyn, Mrs. J. Ray
mond Price, Mrs. J. G. Splane and Mias
Louise B. Elkins, all of Pittsburg, Mrs.
Irving S. Robeson of Rochester, Mrs.
James P. Gardner of Chicago and Miss
Lucy K. Priest of Portsmouth, N. H.
Mrs. Jillson, Mrs. Gardner, and Miss
The Maine guide, by reason of the
Elkins constitute the Tournament Com
state laws, is a compulsory part of
mittee.
the fishing, hunting or camping trip
if the) visitor from outside of the
state Intends to camp or build fires
upon the.,, wild land of the state.
Guides are not required if the vis
itor is the guest of a registered
camp.
The regular visitors do not
Pinelhurst, N. C-, April 10.—Jesse find that the state regulations for
the forests
or
Guilford’s win from National Cham theprotection of
pion Ouimet in. tihe first round
af the game are oppressive. The guide
the United Championship, in spite of is the result of the law; not the
his later defeat by young- Robeson, cause of it.
Maine guides are unquestionably
makes him unquestionably the star
of
of this classic tournament. Briefly the best men doing this sort
work
to
be
found
on
the
continent.
summarized, Short work
was the
champion’s undoing and the
score They are incomparably superior to
was close enough so that every most of the so-called guides which
in
stroke counted.
The cards which the traveled sportsman recalls
have not previously been
printed, other sections of the United States.
tell the story of the struggle in con The great hulk of Maine’s citizens
are well-educated and well-informed.
cise form:
The
Maine guide may write a scrawGuilford—4 up and 3 to play
5 5 4 3, 4 3 6 4 3—37 Jy sojrt of replly to your inquiry,
but
you will find little to ridicule
Ouimet —out—
when
you
have spent a few days in
4 6 4 4 5 4 6 5 2—40
his company.
He is better with
Guilford—3 up
the
axet
than
with
the pen.
The
Guilford—in—
ask
4 4 5 5 4 4 * * * task you set him when you
him
to
write
you
a
letter
is
an
or
Ouimet —in—
^ 4 5 4 5 4 * * * deal alongside of which taking you
through boiling rapids in a canoe
GuiLford—4 up and 3 to play
Note:—The bogey for the course is child’s play.
Maine guides are safe companions
is 40 each way, the distance, nor
mally, 6089 yards, but with extended for any member of your family. A
Championship tees, fully 6200 yards. sej-ious moral delinquency has never
Guilford firsf came into National been charged against one of them
prominence at last year's
Amateur during the past twenty years.
Guides’ wages vary slightly with
Championship with a victory
over
Th|ree dollars is
now
Fred Herreshoff.
At fourteen years localities.
regarded
as
a
fair
uniform
price
of age he was New Hampshire State
This generally Includes
Champion, a title which he lias won per day.
the
us©
of
the guides’ canoe
and
three years since.
Some guides
He is only twenty years old, but the tent for himself.
ihei has the strength of a man and sometimes his cooking outfit, besides
carry
his driving is the sensational feat ihavef excellent outfits; and
additional
ure of hiis game.
Further, he is them along for small
Almost ail) are first-class
right on the job every minute and charge.
lie plays with marked ease
and cooks, splendid canoeists and keen
hunte|rs.
They can catch fish, too,
grace.
Golf lias been made possible for as successfully as the ‘‘sport’’ they
Guilford by E. M. Slayton, a weal are employed by, but they^are not
thy resident of his home town, Man as a rule fussy about fancy tackle,
chester, N. H.
“ I can’t play golf, They are generally rigid observers
Most of them
but the boy can,’’ says Uncle Ed. of the game laws.
realize
that
the
lessening
of game
“ and I mean that lie has a ch a n ce/’
and
fish
means
the
slackening
of
Guilford spent the week past at
Constant assoc
Fox Hills as the guest of W. E. their employment.
refinement
Truesdell, a prominent member
of iation with people of
and with men of prominence in the
that club.
world of business or learning rend
ers them agreeable
companions^,
STATE OF MAINE.
-While the keen humor of the Yankee
sparkles in their speech. The brief
PUBLIC NOTICE.
outing with one of these men, skill
Modification of Rules and Regula ed by long experience in the ways
tions of the Commissioners of In of the woods, dependent often for
his very life, on that skill, is an ed
land Fisheries and Game.'
The rules and regulations adopted ucation in woodcraft and nature-lore
by this commission on September which no wages can adequately rec
Nature herself
make-s
20th, A. D.jfc^.913, prohibiting all ompense^

GUIDES AND
GAME LAWS

STAR OF CLASSIC
TOURNAMENT

fishing except fHy fishing in
the
South Branch of Dead River above
Flagg Dam and in the tributaries to
said South Branch above said Dam,
in the county of Franklin, and pro
hibiting the taking of more than ten
trout and land-locked salmon in all
in any one day by one person
in
any of the above named waters,
are hereby repealed.
Augusta Maine, March 31, 1915.
Harry B. Austin,
Walter I. Neal,
F. E. Mace,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game.

MAINE

men capable, wholesome and genuine.
Th$ game laws of Maine are oc
casionally revised, and changes con
stantly occur. The latest laws should
be consult© 1 by the prospective visi
tor.—Fish and Game in Maine.
\

UMBAGOG NEAR
GRAND SCENERY
Umbagog touches tihe shores
®f
both Maine and New Hampshire, the
line between the two states
run
ning through mid-lake.
At
the
southern end are several camps and
one hotel, The Lakeside.
At Errol
Dam, on the western shore*, the trip
through the waters of the Ran- >y
chain ends.
From Errol Dan
..comobiles run to the little gqm of
Swiss scenery known as
Dixville
Notch, thence to- the railroad station
at Colebirook.
This circular tour
comprises beautiful lakes,
ruggqd
mountain passes, short voyages on
comfortable little steamers and rest
and quiet at first-class hotels or logcabin camp®, the territory being as
rich jn variety and scenic beauty
as any of the famous itineraries among the lochs and tarns of Scot
land.
Same Old Referee, “ Irregardless."

At a smoker given by an athletic
club in Kansas City recently, at which
several lively boxing bouts were the
chief attraction, the master of cere
monies announced: “ There has been
some criticisms made about the decis
ion of the referee at the last smoker.
But I want, to say the same referee
will continue to act, irregardless of
them aspersions.”—Kansas City Star.
Simplified Music.
Berlioz used to tell a story about a
young woman in a music store. “But,
mademoiselle,” suggested the clerk,
“will not this piece in five sharps per
haps be rather difficult?” “ Pooh!” she
replied disdainfully. “ That is all one
to me. Whenever I find more than
two sharps or flats I scratch them out
with my penknife.”

THE PLEASURE
O f an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND
W ill Be Greatly Enhanced I f the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.
Just a step from Monument Square
R estaurant C on n ected . R ates R ea so n a b le .
T a k e .the " J it n e y ” o r M u njoy H ill ca r fiorn
U nion S tation.
Europ-an Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. T H U R S T O N .
R . F . H IM M E L E IN ,
Proprietors.

WOODS

Conducts a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

W h y n ot let us H elp

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps o f the fishing regions of the
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
Somerset County
. 50
Oxford County
, 50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
.50
OutSng map o f Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
. 6
R, R. map of Maine
. 3?
Androscoggin County
.31
Cumberland Courity
. 35
Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
.36
Knox County
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.36
Cutter for the Silo.
Penobscot Couwtyj
-5o
There are on the market several Waldo County
.36
.35
makes of silage cutters that will give York County
satisfaction. The capacity of the ma
chine to be purchased is an important
J . W BRACKETT CO.,
consideration which should not be
overlooked. Many persons make the
Phillips.
Maine.
mistake of getting a cutter which is
too small, thus making the operation
of fillin g the silo very slow and inter
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
SUSBCRIBE
fering with the continuous e m p l o y 
$150 A Y E A R .
WOODS.
ment o f the entire f o r c e o f m e n .
Chimney Bulft In Sixteen Days.
A firm in St. Louis built last winter
a chimney 85 feet high and three feet
Inside diameter in seven days’ working
time. It was actually In service, ac
cording to the Engineering News, six
teen days after receipt of the order to
begin work. It was built of reinforced
tile concrete on a reinforced concrete
foundation. At no time during the
building was The morning temperature
higher than 20 degrees Fahrenheit.
The materials were heated before mix
ing and placing, and fires were kept
in the chimnex constantly.

WOODS,

you
FO R

G U N S
A N D
F I S H - R O D S

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c.^and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM. F. NYE,
Nfew Be>cf£ord,iMas*.

witH y o u r

advertisin g;?
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be" pleased to furnish samples,
| dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
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the moment he landed lias fish, the
on track of the lost cattle, he pur howls and in gnashing his. teeth. He
punt sank, leaving him to wade tri
path
sued the trail and ere long lie heard would then follow the cattle
umphantly
ashore, liis trophy in his
for
twenty
rods
or
more
and
then
the tramp of some animal in
the
hand.
return
to
the
tree;
thinking
probably
bushes near by, which lie thought
lOne of the happiest incidents of
must be one of the cattle of which, that Foster had availed himself of
Mrs.
Harmon's camp career, too, had
his
absence
and
had
descended
from
he was in pursuit.
He kept
on
The Harmons Among the Early
to dlo with a salmon.
For to the
He tried this ruse again
The folilowiiin,g story was published some twenty rods when, he was sur the tree.
Fishermen at Sebago
true fisherman or fisherwoman, who
became
some forty years ago and the main prised and alarmed at hearing three ar.d again, but at last he
has felt the thrill of pulling in, the
participant is now dead, but the distinct bounds and a fearful gnash discouraged at the prospect of an
What
the
salmon
fisherman
needs
gamy beauties, there is nothing so
evening
meal
in
this
direction,
and
story is still good and we
reprint ing of teeth, and immediately a huge
it as it was published without any hear sprang from the thicket about about sunset with a hofwl that seem if lie would be a reallly successful disheartening than to lose a big fisih.
sportsman is an exhaustless stock of This filsh, and one of the
finest
changes.—Ed. of Oxford County Ad three rods distant.
Young Foster ed to shake the mountain and rever
patience.
That, at least, is a wom salmon that Sebago ha® seen,, was
berate
through
its
dark
ravines
and
vertiser.
stopped and clapped his hands and
an’s testimony regarding this popu almost caught by Mrs,.
Hannon’s
tried to encourage the dog by which caverns, he slowly retired.
lar sport.
And as Portland women daughter-in-law, Mrs. Harry Hannon.
When
Foster
rushed
against
the
lie was accompanied to attack the
A T>*ue Story.
in increasing numbers are
joining Almost caught— for that is the tramonster.
But the dog was
very beech, he bruised bis stomach and
tine ranks of salmon fishers at Se gic feature of the talle.
Mrs. Har
after
the
immediate
danger
from
Among the early settlers of the much, frightened and slunk away and
bago every year, a woman’s opinion mon and her husband came victori
the
bear
had
passed,
his
chest
be
hid
himself
in
the
bushes.
Foster
town of Newry situated in the north
is by no means to be underestimated. ously back to camp trailing the fish
ern pairt of Oxford county, was Asa turned and want about two rods to gan to pain him severely, and he
It was Mrs. Edward J. Harmon of at the end of tlieir line.
Just as
found
it
was
badly
swollen.
He
was
Foster who emigrated from Pelham, a sappling beech which was the only
St.
John street, who has had sev they approached shore Mrs. Harmon
Mass., and moved into the wilderness tree in the vicinity and which was without coat and expotsed on the
eral years’ experience iu the pursuit leaned over with her net to bring in
of northern Maine, before the com about seven inches in diameter at north side of the mountain, to the
of this elusive monarch of fresh- wat the prize.
Her husband interposed,
The body of the tree chilly blasts of an autumn night. He
mencement of the present century. the ground.
er fishy that named patience as the however, pleading for a cflian.ee to
also
began
to
suffer
from
hunger
and
He had seven sons and several was smooth and the tower limbs wer
primary qualification of the would-be play the fish a moment more. And
daughters, all of whom grew up to about eight feet from the ground. thirst, having neither ate nor drank
fisherwoman.
The Harmons have just at that psychological second' die
since
morning.
His
hands
and
feet
man, and womanhood.
Three of the The bear with jaws distended and
a
camp
at
Sebago,
and for a great big creature made a particularly vir
were
badly
swollen
by
holding
on
to
sons settled in Newry, and two, if eyes glowing like fire, was. close up
many seasons have visited there in ion® lunge, the hook gave way, and
not all of them are still living though on him and his only chance was in the tree and the blood rushed to
To be sure, out of sight he glided white the
being able to climb the tree.
He liis head and throat, so as to aillmost salmon fishing time.
advanced in years.
He had
called from a legall standpoint salmon-fish group on the shore jumped uip and
and produce delirium.
Although the town of Newry Was sprang with all his strength
April down, and shrieked warnings and ana
had ing time extends from early
settled comparatively early, it _still tried to grasp the tower limbs but for assistance until, his voice
to late August, but your real sports themas at the pair in the boat.
borders on a great wilderness.
On failed, but he seized the trunk of failed him, and, after the bear left
man is tine one who hastens up to
While Mrs: Harmon Sr., does not
the north, is the town, of Grafton with the tree with both his hands and him, he did not dare to leave the
the, lake the moment the ice is out boa®t of having made any particul
tree,
fearing
the
felarful
monster
drew
his
feet
up.
The
bear
com
but few inhabitants;- on the west and
northwest, an unbroken forest stret prehending his intentions, sprang might still be lurking near, ready to to have his try at the wily denizen of arly brilliant catches, she has land
the pool before other fishermen have ed her salmon again and again. She
ches away many miles into New after him but happily falling a little pounce upon him.
This occurred on Sunday and his been, before him and have captured has felt the pull of the fish, at the
Hampshire and on the east is a wood short of his aim, he struck at the
end of the line, has; thrilled at the
Foster succeeded parents had attended religious ser the prizes.
ed elevation known, as Puzzle moun root of the tree.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon and
the sight of his sportive jump for the
tain.
Two rivers run through the in reaching the limbs and as the vices at some distance from home
town and empty into the Andros bear recovered, he again sprang and and had stopped with a friend to members of their f am illy have b een hook, ha® responded with true fish
coggin.
One is Sunday river,
so raked Foster’s foot as he was draw take tea.
Returning at night, they among these early fishermen a great er woman’& fervor to his vigorous
called because a surveying party ing himself into the lower branches. found the dog had returned without many times, as have other people fight against capture, ha®, reeled him
The Harmons have in and exulted iin hi® beauty.
spent a Sabbath on its banks, and He came very near drawing Foster his master, and, from his uneasiness from Portland.
The real, ifisherwom-en, as well as
the other takes the name o f Bear down, but with all.hi® strength he they felt certain that Orrin
had their camp at Sucker brook, where
river because the same party saw a broke away and ascended the tree met with some accident and
was the salmon fishing is supposed to be the fishermen, make their plans to
He detained on the mountain.
bear either fording it, or very near |with the bear in close pursuit.
The about as d esirable a® at any pi alee he at Sebago the moment the ice
The Harmons have gone
Other Portlanders who goes out.
it.
On these rivers are fertile belts went up nearly thirty feet from the news quickly spread through the on the lake.
of bottom land but the greater part ground where the tree was so small neighborhood and some twenty per are their near neighbors are Mr. and up three or four days in advance of
of the town is broken and
rough that he could easily clasp it in his sons assembled with lanterns
and Mrs. Llewellyn Carleton, James Nay this time, on a great many occas
Mrs. ions, and with, a crowd of expectant
and a considerable portion is still hands, and the bear foaming with tin trumpets, and with lighted torch lor, Miss Elizabeth Naylor,
covered with the original forests. In rage and disappointment, was about es.
Dividing into small squads, the Howard Smith,, Mrs. Herbert Rich, campers have watched and waited
The tree be ascended the mountain, blowing their Miss Mabel Hayes and Mrs. Alex for the hour to strike which lias
the wilderness west, northwest and four feet below him.
east of Newry, wild animals, such gan to bend under the great weight trumpets and building bonfires,
to ander Fleming, while Mr. and Mrs. meant the possibility of this most
as are usually found in the woods of and Foster tried to balance it, but much of which young Foster from Harry Harmon, and Mrs. Margaret alluring of spor'ts.
They and tlieir camp
neighbors
Maine, are quite common, though not the bear kept slowly advancing. In his elevated perch in the tree top, Lewis always visit at tfye Harmon
Ail these ladies are enthus have gotten up early in the morn
so abundant as they were a few this moment of extreme peril, it oc was a silent spectator. But he was camp.
years ago.
Among these, the com curred to Foster to try and shake so debilitated that he could neither iastic fishertwomen, and Mrs. Frank ing, breakfasted, and gone out for a
mon black bear, (Ursus Ameriica/nus) his pursuer from the tree.
Secur go down from the tree, nor make McDowell, Mrs. John B. Porteous, ordinarily be family astir. They have
other ordinarily be fa<a,irly astir. They have
was quite plentiful, and, in dry sea ing his hollid with a vice-like clutch, himself heard. It was eleven o’clock and Mrs. Fred Holland are
sons, when the supply of food uoon and with aLl, his strength, quickened when three persons approached the Portland folk who frequently essay fished for four, or five hours—-with
the patience that Mbs. Harmon says
which these animals usually subsist and increased by the fear of a hor tree and among them he recognized their fuck with rod and line.
Probably all these women if ques a born salmon fislier must exercise
was cut off, they freqently
came rible death, he shook the tree, and the voice of his father.
The hour of
salmon —-and have taken good or bad luck,
down into the settlement and were the bear being unable to sustain his deliverance had come and he
was tioned would agree that
very destructive to slieep and green |weight on the under side fed to the soon in the midst of his friends. Af fishing had a charm beyond that of as tlie case may be, with true sports
If they have made no
corn. They would also rob orchards Iground.
His fail of twenty-five feet ter having his limbs chafed for a any other kind of fresh water sport. manship.
have
and bee hives and sometimes they Imomentarily stunned him, but
he while, he was ab:lje, with the assis At least Mrs. Harmon as their epokes- catch in the morning, they
have been known to attack and de j soon sprang up and made several un tance which lie received, to descend mam reaches the high, water mark of rested and sallied forth, to try their
stroy young caitt'lte.
The bear story successful efforts to reclijmb the tree, the mountain and reach his home, enthusiasm when she describes the fortune again in the afternoon. And
which we are about to relate Is well hut each time fell back. While Brut but it was more than a year before excitement attendant upon the reel provided night has arrived and they
authenticated and the principal ac was trying to climb up a second lie was able to perform much labor. ing in of one of these glistening, sil have had no toll fish they have been
up with the sun the next morning to
tor if we except the bear itself, is time, Foster was not idle.
Taking To him, his deliverance was like a ver-®id ed beauties.
In many summers- of camp life, find what fate lias in store.
still living and was a member of the out his jackknife, lie descended the renewal of life.
While the hungry
Every fisherman or woman loves
last Maine Legislature.
tree a short distance, and cut off a hear was exerting all his strength to the isolated incident which stands
On the 16tli day of September, limb about five feet long which reach him, lie expected to be torn in out in her mind as reaching the cli to catch fish-, but your true salmon
1846, Orrin Foster, son of Enoch, he whittled to a point at one end, pieces, and when the monster left max of interest was a fishing ex fisher will be content if lie or she,
She did not participate in as the case may be lands one of
and grandson, of Asa, of whom we intending to make an attempt at the him, death still seemed to
hover perience.
have already spoken, was sent
by bear’s eyes, should he succeed in near him iin the fearful forms of cold, this, but she watched it from, her these big, silver-sided beauties in
bis father to search for some cattle reclimbing the tree.
Being foiled hunger and exhaustion.
This was veranda, with bated breath, and shin three or four days’ fishing.
And if a woman once in the
which had strayed into the woods, in his attempts at climbing he watch nearly thirty years ago and Mr. Fos ing eyes and an eager intentness
and were tost.
He was then a ed Foster's motions for a few mo ter lias since reared up a family, that proclaimed her a true sports course of a season as did Mrs. Llew
ellyn Carleton twTo years ago, she
young man some 16 or 18 years of ments and then went for the dog. filled important offices in his town woman.
with
her
It was early morning, and five feel® entirely satisfied
age.
His route took him up the But the dog was not pleased
with and served three terms in the State
For this was the
side of Puzzle mountain, through pas Bruin’s attentions and kept himself Legislature.
He still preserves the boats from the neighboring camps summer’s, sport.
ture and woodland and when about at a safe distance from hie bearsihip stick which lie cut from the friendly had voyaged forth in search of sal largest salmon caught in Sebago lake
None of the five found it. with a Bristol rod during all the
two mites from home, he came a- and finally left for home. The bear beeoli tree, and will never forget mon.
cross a cattle trail which led to a then returned to the foot of
the the terrible incidents of that memor necessary to row any great distance season of 1913.
brook.
Thinking vthat he had got tree and vented his anger in dismali able day and night, when lie was from the shore, however, for
the
Indeed on general principles the
limpid, sun-flecked waters of Sucker women hold their own with the men
treed by a bear.
In
brook furnish about as good salmonr in the sport of salmon-fishing.
fishing as is to be found. The boats some instances,, they prove the bet
FISH AND GAME LAW VIOLATORS
were about fifty feet from the shore, ter sportsmen, since patience is after
PROSECUTED.
and were at intervals of
several all the prime qualification, and the
feet apart.
The five rowers were feminine gender is acknowledged to
The five posses® this virtue in greater degree
The Commissioners of Inland Fish resting upon their oars.
the them the masculine.—Portland Sun
eries and Game have recently been fishermen—or fisherwomen as
notified of a number of prosecutions case may be; in this instance it was day Pres® and Times.
made under the State fisih and game fislierwomen—had a “ strike” at once.
Now in the technicalities of salmon
liaws.
Deputy Game Warden M. P. Mur fishing—and we rely upon Mrs. Har
phy of Oxbow reported the payment mon for our authority—a strike
as
of a fine of $40 by Fired J. Flemming means exactly the same tiling
must be very, very good. Otherwise,
of Oxbow March 30 for the illegal po, does; a bite if you are fishing for it couldn’t stand this test of time.
the more prosaic perch,, or bass o-r
session of a deer.
Since 1850 “ L. F.” Atwood’s Med
trout.
Simultaneously, then,
five icine has been a leading household
John F. Collins, deputy warden at
big, sillvfer-bodied salmon, leaped for remedy.
For 63 years it has proven
Lee, reported the payment of a fine
five tiny glistening objects
which its worth as a remedy for all stom
of $12 by Thomas. Hurd of Burlington
they believed to be minnows,
but ach, liver and bowel troubles—and
on March 23 for illegal fishing.
which, alas! -were of human
and as a tonic of exceptional effect.
Warden E. R. Twombly of Enfield not divine manufacture, and bore
Mrs. Cutler’s letter simply adds
reported the payment of a fine of liooks embedded in them. Sittnulftaair
$10 and costs by Peter Pelky for eously, also five slender silk linesi, to the overwhelming evidence:
Farmington, Me.:
illegal fishing.
This case wais pros incredibly slender to hold so big a
“ I have had quite a long experience
ecuted before the Old Town munici fish, tauhtened with, the swish, that
with “ L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. I
pal court.
can mean one thing and one only— have used it for years as a family
that the prize is hooked.
Simul medicine, a laxative, and for the
GREEN LAKE HATCHERY SENDS taneously, the five individuals who stomach.
I use nothing else f°r
held the rods essayed to relei
in the children.
OUT HUMPBACKED SALMON.
I know of no medicine
their captures, playing them a bit that cotild take the place of “L. F.”
Atwood's Medicine as a household
About 200,000 humpbacked salmon as they reeled.
from Green Lake hatchery were re
Meanwhile one of the boats had remedy.”
ceived, at Elteworth Wednesday for started to fiill, hut the Lone fisher
(Signed) Mrs. F. J. Cutler.
distribution a® follows; 45,000
for man was determined not to he de The Big Bottle—-At Dealers—35 cts.
While the
Patten Pond stream iu Surry;and the prived of hi® salmon.
Trial Bottle—By Mall—FREE.
remainder, about 110,000, for Union lM>ait sank he reeled and reeled, push “ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
river.
c. h . McK e n z ie t r a d i n g co ., Ph il l ip s , Ma i n e .
ing toward shore as he went. And Maine.
>

MAN TREED
BY A BEAR

WOMAN ENJOYS
SALMON FISHING

A HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
that has Lead for 60 years

MAINE

W O OD S ,
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with a .22 calibre rifle there is prac
magic name you will fly away with
GREATEST YEAR
argeT Tips
andITunCinS
tically no Helps
effect.
Robin Redbreast to the Dard of your
■lost youth, where old-fashioned sweetA. C., Kendal, Out.
Alfred B L a n c
snfeliling pqsies bloom in the doorIN
HISTORY
1. How far will a .22 short, long
yard, and on the limb of the old apQ ucstioii^to/M r. Lane-

and long rifle bullet carry?
Ans. The .22 long rifle will carry
about 3,000 ft.
The .22 long about
2,000 ft., and the .22 short slightly
less.
2. How far will*
12
5 a .32 rifle bullet
4
3
carry?
Ans. I do not know which
.32
calibre cartridge you refer to. If you
mean the .32 rim fire cartridges,
they will not carry as far as the
.22 long rifle.
3. Would you kindly inform me
where I can buy cartridges for a .30
calibre revolver, and is that calibre
cartridge made now?
Ans. If you mean the .30 rim fire
cartridge, I believe that
some
of
the manufacturers are still making
them.
I would write the prominent
manufacturers and see what
they
can do for you.

pife tree, close by the open window,
you will- hear him persistently call
Maine Automobile Association Will ing again and again—far too early
in the morning— “Cheer ily-cheerup,
Soon Issue Book
cheerily icheerup,”
fys /lie not worth saving for his
Present indications are that Maine, beauty and good cihear, alone?
as well as allil of the summer resort
Besides being a general good fel
sections of New England, is to have low Robin is a most useful and in
greatest season in its history, so dustrious citizen.
Mrs. Robin de
far as tourist traffic is concerned. mands very fine grasses with which
Even at the present time inquiries to Iflie her cozy nest, and When the
a|re being received from every sec baby Robins arrive, they have such
tion of the country by the touring enormous appetites it keeps both Mr.
information bureau of the Maine Au and Mrs. Robin on the jump to sup
tomobile Association at 12 Monument ply their steady demand for fresh
Square, Portland, and Die Maine earthworms.
L. C., Chinook, Mont.
G. E. S., Thiensville, Wis.
Ihotedis
report the heaviest bookings
1.
Can the average person
use Does the United States Govern
The Robins include in tlieir daily
in- their history.
In many houses
two different guns alternately, *ay a ment intend to enforce the migratory
menu, white grubs, beetles, cutworms,
every room is taken for July and
.21 pistol and a 32-20 military revol- |bird law as far as Spring shooting
grasshoppers, crickets, moths, ants,
August.
rer, practicing with both of them, j of ducks and geese is concerned, or
wasps, caterpillars, larvae of
the
So great has been the inquiry for gipsy moth, the brown-tall: moth, the
and do good shooting with both, or has this law siruplly been enacted
road literature about Maine that the forest-tent moth, canker-worms, leafis it better to use just one?
and left to the choice of wild fowl
Maine Automobile Association is mak eating and wood-boring beetles, wireshooters
as
to
whether
they
live
up
JjnAns. There is an old saying, “ Be
J. K. B. ,Jr., Milwaukee, Wis.
ing every effort to issue its annual
While,h seems to be
It
has
ware of the man with one
gun.” tc it or not?
1. Ans, All will give good results. road book several weeks earlier than worms and army-worms.
the
case?
been
noted
that
when
Robins
are
I have always bellieved,
however,
IThis is a question for you to decide. in previous years.
An attempt will scarce, the army-worm advances, and
that consistent practice with differ
Ans. As far as I can find
out,
2.
What is the difference in shooit-jbe made to have the book ready foron the coming of numbers of the
ent models iis a good thing.
i do the Wisconsin State gamg law states
ing qualities between a trap and a distribution in April and it is hoped Robins, the army-worm disappears.
cot tliink that good results are ob that the open season
for ducks, Standard grade 1912 hammerless re- that this may be done.
tained, however, by constantly aliang etc., is from September 7tih to De
Most laborers ask more than board
peating shotgun 30-inch barrel, full
The 1915’ edition will contain over and lodging for their toil.
ilig from one gun to another in the cember 1st. There is, therefore, no
For all
choke?
35 per cent more matter than any liis useful services (for which Robin
same class, i. e., if you are shooting j Spring shooting in-Wisconsin uccord
Ans. If both, are ordered with a ; previous volume.
It will have
in only asks food and shelter, and hust
one particular model of pistoL it is j ing to the Wisconsin State Law afull
choke
barrel,
there
will
be
no
the
neighborhood
of
100
complete
les these for himself) some selfish
wcll to stick to it.
The man who |side from the fact that the Federal
routes not printed in 1914 and this and ungrateful folk begrudge
the
Is always buying new
revolvers game law prohibits it.
It is
my difference.
3. Can the trap gun be used with year it will cover all of Aroostook faithul little worker the bit of fruit
spends time, which could be used to understanding that the United States
much better advantage practicing, in Government intend to enforce
the success on ducks and other water j county and every section of the he gathers now and then for himself
fowl, or is same made special for State not. represented in any of the and family.
adjusting trigger puffs and
Uncle Sam is authority
fixing Federal Game Law.
clay bird shooting?
previous editions.
Many of
the for the statement that the industri
Eights.
Ans. The trap grade shotgun will ' standard routes which Ia'st yeaT vvere ous American Robins realty prefer
2. I am told that some good re- IH. T. M., Chicago, 111.
have wild fruit when they can get it, a/nd
regarding give excellent results for water fowl |Siven in onl»’ 0116 direction,
Toiver shots don’t use the sight very
I wish to be inforr
this year been reversed. Tlhe scope advises the man who wants his or
mutch, but just throw the gun o u t Ithe manufacture and sale of the shooting
1of the book has also been greatly chard free from insects, to allow a
quick and, paying strict attention to Maxim Silencer for revolvers.
1
enlarged and this year it will include few trees for the birds or plant some
the target, shoot.
Do you think it have made an unsuccessful attempt
a number of routes in New Bruns wild mulberries for these profitable
h possible to do very fine work till is tc secure one
here at two
of the
wick as weil as the routes between tenants of field and orchard.
The
way?
About bow- accurate could a largest sporting goods houses, but
Quebec and Maine.
New Hampshire Russian mulberries, which ripen the
person shoot by this record?
only succeeded in getting the factory
is completely covered as well •as same time as cherries, are preferred
Ans. I know personally a large address of the company,
parts of Massachusetts.
'by the Robins to cultivated fruit.
number of the best revolver and pis- | Ans. The \Jaxim Silencer is not
It will have a digest of the new
“ What barbarous waste and cruel
tol f*hots in the country, both tar- i manufactured
for revolvers. The
laws of interest to automobilists and ty,” we cry, when we read that the
get; shooters and fancy shots, and I inventor of the Maxim
Silencer
good roads advocates passed at the Roman Emperor, Domitian spent $25have yet to meet one who does not states th&t it wiTJl not work on a
present session of the Maine Legis 000 for a single dish made of the
pay the strictest kind of attention to revolver.
In the play “ Within the
lature, together with the new game tongues of rare singing birds.
Yet
his sights. Shooting w-ithout sights Law” an outfit was faked up and of
laws, new fire prevention laws and in this era of boasted culture and
after years of practice might possi course no shots were fired.
Strawberry Shortcake that Will everything else of interest to the civilization, there are those among
bly result in an accuracy equiva
motorists travelling in Maine.
us who take unfledged Robins from
lent to that obtained by a man throw J. M. K., Chicago, 111.
Make Your Mouth Water
One of the most noteworthy fea their nests and fry them for food.
ing a stone or other missile by hand.
1. 1 would like to have
some
tures of th© 1915 edition will be the In parts of the South, natives have
Ii other words, target shooting that target practice—what calibre would
fact that it will have a flexible, Ibeen known to kill as many as 100 a
Farmington, April 2, 1915.
U accurate enough to compare with you advise me to use?
What is a
waterproof, Heather binding and the day of the migrating Robins. In two
the scores made with sights, is ut reliable make and would you advise T o the Editor of Maine Woods:
I saw in your paper an inquiry for ' I>aP'er will be slightly tinted so that states at present self-interested per
terly impossible.
me to get a repeater or a single
a good boarding place at
some the matter in .it may be easily read sons are trying to have the protec
shot?
in bright sunshine without affecting tive migratory law declared unconsti
C. H., Schenectady, N. Y.
farm,
for
man
and
wife.
The
Broad
Ans. I would suggest a .22 calibre
the eyes.
tutional, and in some states the
1. Is a .22 rifle suitable for hunt repeating rifle for target
practice View farm near Quimby Pond, Rangestate law protecting Robins is in dan
All
of
the
old
routes
have
been
re
ing rabbits, woodchucks, etc.?
Jley
is
an
ideal
place
as
ever
has
and for smalt! game hunting,
such
written and a vast amount of new ger of repeal.
Ans. Large numbers of .22 ralibre as rabbits, squirrels, etc.
Write been my lot to know.
That’s why, if you will listen, closely
rifles are used for this purpose.
The cooking is unsurpassed. Every descriptive matter lias been added.
the manufacturers and secure their
2. Which cartridge is best for catalogs if you have not already done thing is neat and homelike. Quimby The maps have been redrawn and re for it, you i will notice that the song
As of Robin Redbreast has a note of
them. .22 short, Jong or long rifle?
so, and ask your shooting friends pond is about 1-3 mile distant with vised and brought up tO' date.
and sadness in it this sipring,
Hite plain
Ans. , I would recommend the .22 which model they like best.
a beautiful growth of woods between usual these will be in colors
this year will be contained jin a poc tive notes are appealing to
you to
long rifle cartridge.
the
house
and
pond.
Anyone
going
2. Would you suggest a
good
ket in the rear of the book instead help save what are left of his folks
book on hunting, that is, pertaining there should make an effort to ar
of being pasted in a.s was the case before it is too late.
R. C., Bicknehl, Ind.
to fowl and animals of all kinds, also rive in the strawberry season for
in
1914.
1. Is a .25 calibre rifle too large
Mrs. Quimby’s native strawberry
You can do this by signing
the'
the proper use of a gun ?
for squirrels?
Applications for the bock are now following pledge, written after Rob
short cake with loads of whipped
Ans. There are so many different
Ans. If you refer to .25
calibre
cream, ‘‘as is cream,” makes my being received in large numbers and in’s own heart, and sending it in to*
books on hunting it is rather hard
rim fire rifle, it is not too large
mouth water even now and it has these requests will be taken care of The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The*
to pick out any particular one. There
for squirrels.
been several years since it w-as my the moment the book is issued. Ow Farm Journal, Phi la. Pa.,
when
are a number of them—-alii good—ad
2. Would a 20 gauge shotgun be
ing to the great expense in issuing you will receive, without cost,
the
vertisted in the various sporting mag- pr'vilege t0 eat at lieT hospitable
large enough for quail and rabbits?
the volume this year, it is
again badge-button of a large band who are
azines. Horace Kephardt has writ table.
IjAns. Yes, if yo can hold
close
necessary to charge a email; price working for bird protection:
Respectfully,
ten a book on rifles which I think is
«n»ugii.
Its range is not as great
An Old Invalid. for it in order to make up the de
“ I desire to become a member of
published by t ie Outing PublisQiimg
ficiency in its cost not covered by
as that of a 12 gauge.
The Liberty Bell Bird club, and prom
Co., New York City.
the advertising it contains.
The
3. What size shot is best for hunt
Convict Was Looking for Himself.
ise to study and protect ail
song
ing Wilson snipe?
A convict who escaped from iail at book will be issued from the Maine and Insectivorous birds, and do what
J. B.. Jr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Ans. No. 9 or No. 10 shot. This
Lydenburg, South Africa, was captured Automobile Association’s Touring In
Will the use of Spread
Shot on a farm where he was masquerad formation Bureau, 12 Monument 1 can for the Club.”
might be varied slightly according
Cartridges in a repeating .22 calibre ing as a policeman in search of him
Robin, no doubt, would be delight
Square, Portland, Me.
to local conditions.
rifle damage the barrel.
ed to have the legend of how lie got
self.
4. Would a 30-30 rifle he
large
his red breast told on Liberty Bell
Ans. I strongly advise against the
enough for doer?
Bird Club Day. April 9th.
He would
use of shot cartridges in any rifle
Ans. Yes.
j also be greadly pleased to have a
5. A hunter told me it wasn’t |barrel a.s 'Heading is sure to result,
Robin round table on. that day to
necessary to hold ahead of m oving)
j
discuss
ways and means of saving
game such as ducks and snipe. I?
Chicago, 111.
the lives of his fellow's. A sugges
1.
I
have
never
handled
a
gun
R necessary?
About how far should
tive program for Liberty Bell Bird
Do
a person hold ahead of a duck, 50 larger than a .22 Calibre rifle.
Could you, upon demand,
with Club Day will be sent to anyone In
you
think
if
I
take
plenty
of
target
yards?
your eyes closed,, recall to mind, terested in arranging school exer
Ans, The average duck travels practice with a .22 calibre rifle I
and describe accurately enough for cise®.
could
shoot
just
as
good
with
a
.
much
about 100 ft. per second.
A duck
identification
purposes, Robin
Red
toad averages over 40 yds., 880 ft. larger rifle without much practice?
breast, the cheerful
companion of
Ans. Practice with a, .22 calibre
seconds.
You can therefore Hindereverybody, everywhere?
It is al
stand the necessity for holding a- rifle is very beneficial.
Put to the test at a dinner rec
llead.
It is Impossible to say just j most as good as practice with a big
ently
not one of the diners could
how far ahead unless a specific in-I game rifle.
You will know the propdepict Mr. Redbreast in a way
to.
Opposite State House, Boston, M ass.
stance were given, as of course it er way to Diotlid and pull the trigger,
set
him
apart
from
his
bird
fellows.
Offers
room
with
hot
and
would depend considerably on the ! tbg only difference being that you
cold water for $1.00 per day
And yet, Robin is the most common
Stamford, Conn., Mar. 30, 1915.
length of time required by the hunt- will not* become accustomed to the
and up, which hneludes free
and familiar of cur birds, r©( ommenc’er to pulill the trigger and whether j recoil of the big rifllie, and it may be
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
use of public shower baths.
ed by ornithologists' as a convean
the duck were flying with or against ; possible that you will! have a little
Northing to Equal This in New England
ient side
for
comparison
with Deair Sirs:
trouble with flinching.
It is, there
the wind.
Enclosed find check for $1.00 to
other natives of Birddom. His clear
Rooms with private baths
6. What kind of revolver is best fore, well; to get a little practice at
song
is
held
up
to
the
beginner
in
renew
subscription.
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
for target practice?
What length least with a large riffle.
suites of two rooms and bath
bird
study
as
a
standard
of
compar
Pleased
to see that the non-resi
2. Does a strong wind have any
of barrel is best?
for $4*00 per day and up.
ison by which the student may learn dent hunting license has been placed
thing
to
do
wiith
yo/ur
aim?
Ans. Either cf the two prominent
A B S O L U T E L Y FIE O T R O O F to distinguish the songs of other at $15, the old figure which I think
Ans. A strong wind at long ranges
makes are well adapted. For average
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
species.
*
about right. Moose I don’t care for.
carries
a
bullet
out
of
its
course.
At
Work a 6 to 7% inch barred' using .38
Send fo r Booklet
If ytou have any sentiment left in
Yours,
S. & W. cartridges.
Tlhe
regular ranges oif say 50 to 100 yds. with a s T O R E R F. CR AET S G en. Manage
your soul, at the mention of
his
C. H. Merritt.
high power rifle, or 15 to 25 yds.
army models are very good.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

AN IDEAL PLACE
TO ABIDE IN

ARE YOU FAMILIAR
WITH THE ROBIN

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

THINKS OLD FIGURE
ALL RIGHT

MAINE

WO OD S,

Where To Go In Maine

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , A P R I L 8, 1915.

procession.
Miss Robertson,
the P. Crosby & Co. garage and will ConMISS ROBERTSON
winner of the cup presented at the tinue to serve former patrons at
annual speaking contest, held
be
GIVEN RECEPTION tween the High schools of King- theMrs.sameCarlold A.stand.
Cole of Kingfieid ^

field, Strong, Phillips and
Rangeley, is the second daughter of Con working for Mrs. E. C. Hinkley.
Appropriate Easter Services Held ductor and Mrs. A. L. Robertson Damon, the little son of Mr. and
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
— Men’s League Enjoys Supper and a member of the Senior class Mrs. Leon, Hoar celebrated his 6th
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
R. H. S.
This is the first
year birthday Monday afternoon by en
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles- being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Rangeley lias won at the Speaking tertaining liis teacher, Miss Vera
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
Contest.
The cup after
being Adams and 12 schoolmates.
The
(Special Correspondence.)
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
properly
engraved
will
be
on
exhibi
Rangeley,
April
6.—Mrs.
Ruble
place
cards
were
brightly
colored
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock Wilbur and Irving Wilbur were
ad tion at Riddle's Pharmacy, while a Easter eggs and after the refresh,
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
and
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun mitted. to membership to Lake View case is being made; for it, when it ments of ice cream, nabiscoe
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Assembly birthday cake were served, each
Temple No. 14, Pythian Sisters lasf will he placed in the
Thursday evening.
After the work Room at the High school.
Jackman. Maine
guest was blindfolded and proceeded
Write for booklet.
H. P. SfcKENNEY, Proprietor,
a fine banquet of sandwiches, salads,
A party of Boy Scouts numbering to help ‘ ‘^et the hen.” Soap bub
THE CARRY POND CAMPS cream puffs, cake, pie, cheese and ten enjoyed a hike to Gull Pond bles and appropriate games helped
coffee was served, by the committed and remained over night with head the time pass all too quickly and
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of which consisted of Alice Arnburg,
quarters at E. C. Hinklley’s camps. all wished Master Damon’s birthday
RANGELEY, MAINE
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations.
Mary Colby and Eudora Childs. The Scout Master H. A. Childs accom came oftener.
Those present \vere
Write for circular.
degree team now numbers 16 and panied them.
Mattie Robbins, Sadie Tibbetts, Eve
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. under the efficient direction of Josie
Mrs. May Haines has returned to lyn Spencer, Beuliah Tomlinson,'Eli.
Hoar as degree mistress, are doing Rangeley after spending the winter nor Morrison, Sara Wilbur, Mason
excellent work. The new members’ with her daughter at York, Me., and Stewart, Lemuel Milbury,
Monette
F I S H I N G
OTTER POND CAMPS
AT
Robbins,
Frankie
Case,
Victor~Mnr.
jewels
have
arrived
and
were
used
Laconia,
N.
,H.
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
and hunting. Send for circular.
for the first time at this meeting.
Mrs. Susie Thibodeau, who 1ms phy, Kenneth Hinkley.
John 6 arville’s Camps ing
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Onietr Ellis who has been ill at been enjoying a vacation from her
Mrs. Win. Ellis is at Zelphyr Ray
at S p rin g Lake
Caratunk, Me.
! Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
the home of his sister, Mrs. Verne duties at the Tavern returned homq mond’s helping care for the Rick
most charmingly situated on the shores of
Pililshury left Tuesday morning for Saturday night.
Sre
folks.
pring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of sprinfi water and the table is first-class, T R AP P IN G SEA SO N SOON BE HERE
Mrs. H. A. Furbish, who lias been
Services appropriate to Easter
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
If yov want to.know what is what in the Hunt Fitchburg, Mass.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
Mr. and Mrs. Leemian Wilcox and ill th,e past week is now much im were held at Rangeley F. B. church
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
trout and salmon fishing and in the . neighboring 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable son, who have been at Loon Lake proved.
Sunday morning. The pastor preach
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
Mrs. J. B. Buirns arrived Monday ed a splendid sermon and the music
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere the past winter, where Mr. Wilcox
summer resort. Telephone communications with at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep PostecL has been working for J. Lewis York night
and-' spring work will begin |was much enjoyed.
The
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M.. Huntington'
have returned home and are occupy at once for the busy season wtic-h quartet assisted by O. R. Rowe and
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
W . Va.
JOHN CAR VILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
ing their new house on the Kenne- is almost at hand.
H. O. Huntoon, Mrs. Childs organist,
Miss Viola Dunham of Madrid is furnished music at both morning
I RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 L A O VIEW HOUSE bago road.
Mrs. E. I. Herrick and son, Rich employed at the Tavern doing table and evening service.
On Rangeley Lake.
in the aft#,
Blakeslee Lake Camps
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile ard have returned from a visit with work.
noon
a
service
was
held
for women
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
The ass Risers, C. L.
Harnden., only addressed by Mr. Childs. In the
relatives in Boston and. Augusta.
to Oct.
A famous resort for anglers and hun Tuly 1Best
fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Senator Herrick accompanied them Austin Hinkley and Jesse W. Ross the evening the choir presented the
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props., .
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
began their duties April 1st.
home.
cantata, “ Christ is Risen.” ’
Raugeley, Maine.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Mr. and Mrs. H. \V. Brown, who
Miss Clair Pearce is caring
for
G. L. Kemupton Has been suffer
Maine.'
have been at Ladd’s Camps
the
Mr. and Mrs. John Pillshury.
rangeley lakes
ing with a very severe cold the past
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
Mrs' Etta Dill has returned from past winter are again occupying their
week.
for free circular.
her spring trip to the city where ! home on Pleasant street.
CAPT. F. C. BAR K ER . Bemip. Maine.
AflZErST ' E N D
T. Freeman Tibbetts left Tuesday
she has been to purchase goods for
Nothing in a Name.
morning for Portland. Master Walter
tj^e coming season.
H O T E L
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Another of life’s little ironies:
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
H. A. Furbish and W. E. Tibbetts will be a guest of W. E. Tibbetts.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. were in Portland the past week on The Men’s League had a supper Pennsylvania’s great gun works are
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
located at Bethlehem! — Columbia
Upper Dam, Maine.
business.
Saturday night at the conclusion of j.state
Portland,
Maine
which preliminary plans for
clean
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
V.
Oake|B
left
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Tuesday morning for a trip to P o r t  up week were discussed. "
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport i DEAD RIVER REGION
N othin g Too Sacred.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every land.
The Main St. merchants have been
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
I
am
not prepared to admit that
particular. Maine’s idea) family vaca
Mason Russell returned to
his undergoing a thorough spring clean there is, or can be, properly speaking;
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting studies at U. of M. the first of the ing making room for spring goods In the veurid anything that is too sa
ing ua to serve only fresh vegetables,
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. week after spending the 'vacation with and slicking up generally.
M. D. cred to be known.— Browning.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Tibbetts
&
Sons
are
displaying
a.
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Rus
American plan. Send for circular.
McCard
sell.
He was a guest over Sunday new' sign and Mrs. E. P.
Beauty Is in the Ideal.
of his sister, Miss Emma at Phil has had her former sign repainted.
BELGRADE LAK ES. M AINE.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
To live with a high ideal is a suoC.
M.
Cushman,
who
iisworking
lips.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
. . . .
ANIL LOG CAM PS.
cessful life. It is net what one doe*
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, a Heart of the Rangeleys. m at fishing region,
G. E. Russell has returae/d from for Abbott & Cleaves at Barnjuln, but what one tries to do, that maiM
bast trout fishing in Maine.
i Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
Everett, Mass., where be has been j was at home recently.
the soul strong and fit for a nobk
Edith Brooks, who was
reported career.—E. P. Tenny.
making an extended visit with rel
VAUGHAN C A M P S
very ill last week, is now gaining
atives and friends.
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Huntoon are slowly and the trained nurs©, Miss
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, b a i l as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
Personal Ambition.
has
been
in g and mountain climbing. Separate ctmQ&fpr me and are open for Fishing and Hunting for now occupying the lower tenement Shaw of Portland, who
Personal ambition is a quite hon
all parties, with special accommodations foiSam- the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
caring for her is now caring for orable motive. The desire for approval
iiies. Sixteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing, resort. Telephone connections. A most beauti of the J. Lyman Huntoon house.
ful climate during the summer months; oool.
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Mrs. S. A. Getcbell.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
W.
Boulter
have
and praise is something which nobody
even
and
invigorating.
Finest
Deer
Hunting
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N
CAM PS, may come to Holden’s Garage, one in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake returned from Andover, where they
J.
E.
Vaughan,
Miss
Prudence
M.
j
should despise. But a man should not
Prices reasonable. For full partic
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet Fishiixg.
were called by the illness and death Richardson, Miss Phyllis Robertson stake everything upon those; other
parties. Map and booklet of my territory on ulars, address
request.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
and Vance Oakes were in Phillips wise, when his works fail to obtain
cf Mrs. Boulter’s grandfather.
R U E L E . H O L D E N , Jackman, Maine
E U S T IS .
M A IN E
One of the young Lady teachers Friday to attend the speaking con recognition he is disappointed. Hn
should have in himself a3 his primary
was so industriously engaged after test.
W ar or no war
motive something which makes him
Norman Huntoon, the son of Mr.
Pierce Pond Gamps
school one night last week that she
independent of those things, som»
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
and Mrs. Frank Huntoon was oper: thing which prevents him from doing
fishing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send
These camps will be opened in season did not notice the rapid passing of
for circular. C. A . Spaulding. Caratunk, Me.
time until the supper hour was near ated on at Central Maine General all those little things which impede
for the spring fishing. Everything at
ly at band.
To her consternation hospital at Lewiston Saturday. He public work, and make it difficult for
tractive to be found in the Maine she found her only means of exit 'was accompanied by his father and men to work with others.—Sir Edvard
Grey.
woods, will be found here. Great fam was by way of the fire escape. Had Bernard Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. J . Emery Haley left I
ily resort, from June to October, or she been wearing a gymnasium suit
Belgrade Lakes, M e.
to I
the feat would not have been
so Saturday morning for a trip
This wfell-known# house will any time. Try it, and be sure you have
difficult, but under the circumstan Boston.
open M ay 1st to the early fisher found the right spot. Write for book j ces she found it a ‘‘long long way
Mr. and Mrs. Amos EMiis have re-1
men. and the regular summer le]t to
to terra firma.” Her would-be sec turned from their trip to Boston
H. W . MAXFIELD,
business under old management.
ret was divulged by an eye witnetss and New York.
Rowe, Pond, Me. and it will, be many “ Weeks” her Mrs. James Mathi©son( Eugene
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
Soule, Mrs. Addie Richardson, Mr.
fore she hears the last of it.
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor,
Round Mountain. Maine
Master
Miss Katherine Nice, Miss Beat and Mrs. Verne Pillsbury,
IN TH E RANGELEY REGION rice Jon,es, R. H. Ellis and Mr. and Kenwood Rowe and Arthur Arnburg
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and oneTo Let for the Season
list
A beautiful estate of 200 acres,
half miles from the railriad and three-fourths Mlrs. j. Sherman Hoar enjoyed din are among those on the sick
mile from gold auto road. Trout fbhinjr, both
this week.
MaxWelll
Neal
and
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE lake and stream. Rates $12.60 to $15.00 per week; ner at Mt. View recently
situated on the north shore of
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
Miss Marjorie Oakes returned to Mrs. Eugene Soule are gaining.
Also motor boat. In the heart of particulars address
the
upper Rangeley Lake, two
her studies at Bates College Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hight left re
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
day' morning and Harwood Childs cently for Colorado, where they wittl miles from the Rangeley Lake
Dallas, Maine.
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.
rdturned to Tilton Academy after make tlieir future home because of
Their
many House.
spending tire Easter vacation
with )Mr. Highit\s health.
This estate has a frontage of
their respective parents.
friends extend- kind wishes to them
June, the little daughter o,f Mr. in their new home.
half a mile on the lake, and runs
and Mrs. N. H. Ellis wa's operated
'Miss Ellen Hannaford is teaching
back three-quarters o f a mile to
on for adenoids Saturday.
at the White schoolhouse.
A large party of friehds of Miss
Cihas. Dixon of Lewiston succeeds the County Road, and commands
Phyllis Robertson tendered
her a L. A. Low at the railroad station.
magnificent views of the lake.
royal reception at the station upon
John Nutting left Monday '.norning
her return from Phillips
Saturday j for a trip to Massachusetts, wherei On the property, which for the
evening and escorted her to
her he will visit friends,.
most part is in a high state of
home.
A gaily decorated automo
Mrs. Henry Kimball suffered
a
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, bile was in waiting and a body of sever© ill turn the latter port of the cultivation, is a picturesque piece
schoolmates well supplied with tor week.
Mr. Kimball was able to be o f woodland and’ two fine springs.
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham ches and horns formed ag ood sized down street one day recently.
The property is fully equipped
Arthur Gile isF employed doing car
mock or something else you don’t want.
penter work on the O. R.
Rowe as a farm , with a good farm
store; which is undergoing repairs house, two barns, farming uten
and changes.
sils and live stock, and is in ex
Roll,a Pillsbury returned from Port
I
shall
be
in
Rangeley
op
cellent
condition. The property
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
land Monday.
or about April 11. 1915, at Mrs. Elmira Rons is ill at the includes the famous ‘ 'Ross
same for you. Rates one cent a word Jin advance.
the residence o f Mrs. S. B. home of her son,, Daniel Rosis.
Miss Susie Wilbur has returned to P oint.” Terms reasonable.
Address, Classified Department,
McCard.
her duties at the postoffice.
Mrs. Lucy H. Bowdoin,
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. Guild, Jr., have
M AINE WOODS,
FRANK F. GRAVES,
returned from Stratton, where they
82 W ashington Square,
Registered Optom etrist
were employed the past winter.
Phillips, Maine
New Sharon Maine
Sam Clark has purchased the R.
Salem, Mass..

Lake Parlin House and Camps

YORK CAM PS,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

J

ROWE POND CAMPS

Central House

Rangeley,

Maine

BIG RESULTS
FROM S M A LL AOS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

NOTICE

